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A WELL-BALANCED APPROACH TO ANGINA
Card izem ~

with a decade of experience, has been helping angina patients
overcome obstacles and lead a more normal lifestyle by providing the proper
balance of 0 2 supply 1•2 and 0 2 demand 3 which:
1. reduces the frequency 4 and duration5 of ischemic attacks, and
2. offers a favourable side effect profile6 .7
RESULTING IN:

patients overcoming limitations to quality of life with the convenience of
Cardizem®SR dosing to better suit individual patient needs.
Cardizem®SR for the maintenance therapy of chronic stable angina.
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GUIDELINES
The purpose of the U.W.O. Medical Journal is
to provide a single forum for original articles
based on clinical or re earch medicine of topical or
historic relevance. Since the readership of the
Journal is interdisciplinary, articles published will
attempt to reflect the wide range of medical
disciplines. The Journal will consider empirical,
theoretical, and research reviews . Book reviews
will also be considered. The Journal reserves the
right to refuse articles that do not comply with the
Journal's publication criteria.
MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSIO N: Each submission
must include three (3) copies of the full
manuscript PRIOR TO the submission deadline.
Late submissions will not be accepted for
publication. Authors are expected to submit the
final revised version of the manuscript on 3.5"
computer diskette along with three (3) copies of
the manuscript (the Journal prefers Apple
Macintosh• Microsof Word or Wordperfec 5.1).
All figures must be camera-ready and artwork
must be black and white.
MANUSCRIPT PREPARATIO N: Manuscripts
submitted should be set with one inch margins
and typed single-spaced. Original research and
review articles should have an abstract that clearly
states the relevance of the article to the medical
discipline being reported on in no more than 150
words. This dimension should be elaborated upon
in the introduction. Original research articles
should have experimental methods, results, and
discussion sections that follow the introduction.
Results and discussion sections may be combined
if appropriate. The discussion section should be
concise and focus primarily on the finding being
presented and their important implications.
Authors should rely on articles or information
published in recognized journals and sources.
References should be listed in numerical order
and within the text in the following format:

TO

AUTHORS

AUTH O RSHIP: All medical students and
members of the Faculty of Medicine of U.W.O. are
invited to submit manuscripts for publication.
Medical students are certainly encouraged to
collaborate with medical staff who specialize in
the medical sub-discipline being reported on .
Manuscripts will also be considered from medical
faculty (including interns and residents) from
universities and medical institutions other than

u.w.o.

MODES OF COMMUNICATION: Authors
should submit along with their manuscripts a
cover letter including a return address, telephone
number, and fax number (where available). The
final revised version of the manuscript on 3.5"
computer diskette should be sent (with (3)
photocopies of the manuscript) to:

The Editors
U. W.O. Medical Journal
Health Sciences Building;
University of Western Ontario
London, Ontario N6A-5Cl
Q

SYNTEX INC., the manufacturer of
Anaprox ®, Naprosyn ®, Synarel ®,
Ticlid ®, and Toradol ®
is pleased to support this edition
of the
University of Western Ontario
Medical Journal.

1. Manev H., Favaron M., Guidotti A., & Costa E.
Delayed increase of ca++ influx elicited by
glutamate: role in neuronal death. Malec.
Pharmacal. 36:106-12 (1989).

(With 3 or more authors, either all authors may be
listed or the 1st author followed by et al.)

leiSYNTEX I

The Journal reserves the right to edit articles to
correct grammatical or stylistic errors.
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PRENATAL SEX DETERMINATION
The fascinating processes of aging and development begin in utero. There are
a number of reasons why an individual or couple may choose to arrest these
processes. Some reasons are more acceptable to some people than to others-for
example, the sex of the child . Knowledge of the sex of the child may be derived
indirectly (e.g., from a prenatal test initially carried out for another reason) or
sought directly (requesting a prenatal test for sex determination) . The use of fetal
sex determination to influence a decision to arrest pregnancy is not a favourable
rationale and it doesn 't lend much support to providing knowledge of fetal sex.
Nonetheless, this rationale is not enough to prevent the request for or supply of
information on fetal sex.
Ultimately, the decision whether or not to arrest pregnancy depends upon
access to available prenatal diagnostic technology. Prenatal diagnostic technology,
which includes chorionic villous sampling, amniocentesis, and ultrasound, was
developed and advanced primarily for the purpose of identifying fetal
abnormalities associated with significant fetal and/or maternal morbidity and
mortality either in relation to hereditary or other medical factors.
The fact that prenatal genetic tests can provide a profile of certain definable
fetal characteristics (such as gender) coupled with the potential use of this
information, a number of questions arise regarding the appropriateness of prenatal
genetic tests. First, what information should patients be privy to; second, what
decision is made and why; and third, who decides and why.
There is some belief that abortion to save maternal life and abortion for
genetic defect are the two most defensible reasons for abortion. Some individuals
may argue that genetic information, such as sex determination, which has no
bearing on maternal or fetal health does not need to be disclosed. This argument
likely arises because of the fear of a patient choosing to abort due to fetal gender.
For example, the Presidents Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in
Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research has suggested :

Despite the strong reasons for not precluding individuals from having
access to genetic services on the basis of what they may do with the
information, society may sometimes be warranted in discouraging certain
uses. A striking example would be the use of prenatal diagnosis solely to
determine the sex of the fetus and to abort a fetus of the unwanted sex.
Adopting the posture, however, that "disclosure of information may lead to a bad
decision" suggests fear of dealing with various consequences and precludes the
possibility of necessary counselling (e.g. by a genetic counsellor or fetal therapist).
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Editorial
Ultimately, I believe that a patient should have access to whatever information
is accurately available to her/him . What the patient does with that information is
another matter. The principal decision-maker should be the woman carrying the
fetus with the aid of her physician, a genetic counsellor, and/or a fetal therapist. A
decision made to abort or not to abort based on genetic information will very likely
have on impact on society as a whole. Thus, insofar as the pregnant woman, her
physician, and genetic counsellor /fetal therapist ore all members of society, these
people should all strive toward a decision that best serves the interest of both the
individual and society. Th is interactive guidance is important since parenteral
decisions, especially regarding sex determination, con be rather idiosyncratic. In
all likelihood , when the needs of the pregnant woman and society conflict,
counselling will tend to be biased in favour of the woman-however, these
instances may occur less frequently than feared.
Although the ethical issues of prenatal diagnosis ore difficult to consider, they
must be considered nonetheless. First, since physicians and scientists have a role in
the development and application of prenatal diognosic tests, they should hove a
responsibility in dealing with the various consequences subsequent to the use of this
technology. As well, the medical community must design ways to avert potentially
destructive and grossly inappropriate applications of relevant information . Second, with the
technologic possibilities of the future (e.g., gene mapping, genetic surgery) ethical issues
relating to prenatal genetic tests w ill only get more complex. Third, the ethical issues all
deal with life and death, with the quality of life, with the active intervention in the potential
life of one human being by other human beings, and with the utilization of information for
accepting certain character traits and rejecting others.
Congratulations, once again, to the Journal staff for another fine issue. Enjoy!

Jeffrey Politsky, Editor.

Presidents Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research
(19821 . (ltal) Making Health Care Decisions: The Ethical and legal Implications of Informed Condent in the
patient - practioner relationship. Washington, D.C. GPO. (1982)
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" KUDOS ON THE LAST ISSUE"

" LAST WRIGHT"

Thank you for sending me a copy of the latest edition
of the UWO Medical Journal.
It is a particularly fine issue and is handsomely
produced . The articles were well chosen and of great
interest.
Congratulations on doing such an excellent job as
Editor.

I was grateful for the opportunity to read the piece by
Dennis Zander and Ross Mantle on the 1992 Medical
Student Professional-In-Residence Summer School in
Chemical Dependency at the Betty Ford Center (UWO
Medical Journal, 62(2) 1992). As a 1991 program participant
(the first one from our medical school), I felt some twinge of
guilt that I had not offered a similar report on my
experiences in last year's journal. However, on reading the
account by Dennis and Ross, I am glad that I did not, for
these gentlemen have captured the essence of the program
far more effectively than I could.
As the authors point out, the $11,000 (US) price tag is a
relative bargain in the world of inpatient addiction
treatment, and is actually much less than the cost of
comparable Canadian programs. I find it ironic that, under
current health care cost containment guidelines, Ontario
sufferers of addictive illness are often placed on waiting lists
for beds in Canadian programs while the life-saving aid
they so desperately need is readily available in certain
American centres - of which Betty Ford is one of the most
reputable - at often less than half the cost! Also, though
inpatient addiction treatment cannot objectively boast a
superior rate of treatment success when compared to other
modalities [as Jeff Politsky guardedly pointed out in his
editorial-UWO Med . J. 62:5-6 (1992)], I got the strong
feeling during my time at BFC that something very valuable
and special happened to people in the inpatient setting that
could not conceivably be duplicated in individual
counselling or outpatient day treatment. Contented
recovery from addiction involves so much more than just
learning to abstain, yet intangibles such as quality of life or
personal and piritual growth are rarely measured in studies
of therapeutic efficacy. Places like the Betty Ford Center are
masterful not only in teaching the relapse skills necessary to
vouchsafe long-term abstinence, but in wholistically
ministering to the mental, emotional, and spiritual wounds
of those traumatized by the ravages of addictive illness.
I was heartened by the authors' closing comment that
we have much to learn from addicted individuals. As a long
term survivor of addictive disease - I recently celebrated
four years of continuous sobriety - I have shared my own
experience with just about anyone who cares to listen, as
much for my own well-being as for the edification of my
listeners. I have won the occasional ally in the process, of
whom Ross Mantle and Dennis Zander are two. I ardently
applaud the efforts of all health professionals who sincerely
endeavour to extend empathy, warmth, respect, advocacy,
dignity, and empowerment to a patient population that so
desperately needs and, quitely frankly, richly deserves such
consideration. In a world that seems to be becoming more
conservative, more cynical, and less forgiving, my brother
and sister "alkies" and "druggies" and myself need all the
help we can get.

Sincerely,
Ralph I. Brooke
Vice-Provost, Health Sciences
- Thanks, and congratulations to the entire
fouranl Staff - JP.

"I like the look of the Journal- great job!"
Katherine Elsworthy, M.D.
Co-editor, U.W.O. Medical Journa11984-85
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Les Wright, Meds '93
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by Les Wright
uch has transpired since our
last report, so much o that
it is difficult to find a
starting
point.
Tachycardia,
predictably, was brilliant. With Les
Medserables, Meds '93 presented a
dazzling display of music, drama,
and dance that left many an
audience member wondering "How
the heck do these kids find time for
this?" Hopefully our class has
toppled some venerable Tachycardia
"traditions", and this likely is not
such a bad thing. Let's face it: in the
sophisticated, neo-conservative
1990s, tit humour is not quite so
funny anymore. Quite unpredctably, CIMS Match Day provided
some pleasant surprises for the vast
majority of our class. In spite of
morbid fears of a zillion unmatched
graduates and a vague Sartrian
nausee that seemed to pervade the
entire process, just about everybody
got what he or she wanted in a locale
that was acceptable.
The bottom line is that every
single prospective UWO medical
graduate ha a job next year. In these
recessionary times, not many
professional programs can claim
such a high graduate placement rate.
Though I know that the socially
a cceptable thing is to bitch and
whine
about
how
government I licensing bodies I medical
educator / whoever have "changed
the rules in the middle of the game"
on us, 1 suspect that many of us are
(secretly, of course) eternally grateful
for the opportunity to finally make
some sort of salary for what we do.
Be ing a doctor is an auspicious
privilege, not a guaranteed meal
ticket or a birthright. To paraphrase
Dr. Graham Chance, next to steadfast
adherence to the principle of
n o nmaleficence a physician ' s
greatest virtue is humility.
Unfortunately, it is so hard to be
humble when one is in the throes of
narcissistic injury.
Thanks to Deepak Oath and a

M
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cast of thousands (well , maybe
dozen ), we are presently embroiled
in what has be become a veritable
life-saver: the annual LMCC review
course. Consisting of almost 70
hours of lectures (strategically
occupying free time on evenings and
weekends) delivered by some of the
better teaching faculty and
summarized very concisely in about
450 pages of notes, the course is
designed to ensure our success on
the Medical Council of Canada
Qualifying Examination Part I.
Judging by Western's steady
improvement in performance on this
little quiz since the introduction of
the course, this primary purpose is
eminently well served. By the time
this goes to press, the two days of
multiple choice and short answer
questions in rapid fire s uccession
will finally be a thing of the past.
On a lighter note, there have
been at least three additions to our
extended Meds '93 family this year:
Hannah, new arrival to Thyra
Endicott and husband John; Maddie
Elizabeth to Judy and Burke Baird;
and Christopher David to Dave and
Sherry Hatcher. The bambinos are all
healthy and no doubt contributing
much joy (and good stress) to their
new parents. Congratulations to all,
and I apologize if I goofed any of the
spellings above. If so, have mercy-1
am writing this at midnight!
The is the last official class report
from Meds '93 .
I hate long
goodbyes, so I won' t write one. To
plagiarize Dickens (yes, I know that
everyone indulges in this cliche at
times like this), medical school has
been "the best of times ... the worst
of times". Either way, I'm bloody
glad these times are over. I'm sure
not a few of my cohorts agree.
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by Justin Amann

H

i everyone, and congratulations for making it
halfway through clerk hip!
The previous two class reports, you

may recall, were fairly factual, based
on actual events in the lives of our
classmates. Lately, however, it has
been more difficult to pry into the
lives of our colleagues, what with
busy chedules and people being out
of town , etc. So here goes with a
barrage of prefabrications contrived
to entertain and annoy you. Enjoy!
1. Caroline Ehrat is soon to be
thrown out of med school for
loafing. Her laziness knows no
bounds; she' s been missing call,
avoiding
admissions
and
majoring in "coffee break" on
every rotation.
2. Ivy may be joining Caroline in
the unemployment line.
3. George Dresser has not been seen
since he left for his 4 week family
medicine rotation in Schreiber in
early March. Coincidentally,
residents of this
orthern
Ontario
community
have
reported sightings of a "short
blond Mad Trapper listening to
trees with a stetho cope" .
4. Steve Lai is doing standup
comedy between operations in
the O.R. This in preparation for
his summer moonlighting job at
Second City.
5. Aaron Low has been offerred $12
million to be the next Georgio
Armani model. Known for his
suave yet casual attire in any
social setting, Aaron is unsure
about accepting the offer, stating
"I won ' t think about it until I
have my degree" .
6. An Alex Barron sighting was
recently reported. Substantiation
was difficult, however, as he was
sighted in three different O.R.'s at
the same time. And he ' s in
ObGyn.

7. Lisa Bogue has been sleeping
around again.
8. Burke ha blue eyes, and Judy
has blue eyes, so where did
Maddie get those hazel eyes? I
hope the Postman only rang
once ...
9.
orm Yu has landed all twelve
roles in the Grand Theatre's
production of "Twelve Angry
Men". His stern jaw and rugged
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good looks made him look like a
dead ringer for Henry Fonda.
10. Ted Lawson is quitting med
school to join a Buddhist
monastery in a remote valley in
Bhutan. Says Ted, "I just wanted
to be with the guys". (Sorry
Steph)
That's it for this report gang. If
you feel you have been left out of
this nonsense unfairly, just drop us a
line c/ o The Medical Journal and we
will try to abuse you too in the next
issue. Bye now!

n
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by Jamie McNabb .

reetings, all! It' s been a while
since I last checked in with
you, and owing to the fact
that all people in medicine live such
dynamic lives, and that this column
is as close to a social calendar report
as we can get, there should be
virtually an unlimited anecdotal
source from which to draw. (If the

G

people in the cheap seats haven't yet
realized I'm grasping at straws for
material, please inform them now.)
First off was the field trip to U.
of T. to meet our Meds 9T5 and 9T6
compatriots. First and second year
once again called upon Murphy Bus
Line's Great Golden Chariot for a
luxury ride to the " Big Smoke." It
was truly amazing how many people
we had to turn away for this
adventure
imagine
how
embarrassing it was that the first
person to whom we were forced to
refuse passage (once our elongated,
jaundiced, sedan was packed to
capacity) was our very own Meds '95
Class President! Give her credit
though folks, to anyone who would
give up their seat she generously
offered a study carol of their very
own (with engraved plaque) in the
basement of Dental Science. Alas, no
one would budge. Sorry Britt but
fear not, diploma tic ties were
preser ed as we had the possible
incumbent Pete Young along, whose
campaign slogan, "If you don't vote
Pete Young for Class President, F ...

Congratulations
to
the Graduating Class.
Best Wishes
for
Continued Success.

...

Diversey

ya!", was sure to give Western the
representation it desires.
Almost four hours and two roadside stops later (they were for food ,
honest) we arrived at our
destination. U. ofT. greeted us with
open arms and cheap beer, which
was guzzled at an alarming rate
during the school vs. school boat
race - which Western won hands
down. As our last cup hit the table,
pride overwhelmed our group, all of
whom by some inexplicable
coincidence began to shout "Hey,
we're not as geeky as we thought!"
Yes, victory was ours! Take that to
the LMCC scorer's table U. ofT.! The
entire evening was a successful
demonstration of interaction
between schools, showing all of us
just how invaluable the PBL
experience has been, for without it,
there's no telling how this raucous
bunch would have gotten along.
(Please hand in all evaluations for
the trip to Dr. Mercer. Remember,
you are appraising group skills of
the person three rows back and two
to the left on the bus . Honours

Response
1eam

A

t Dean Russell. responding 10 the needs of the
medical protession is a team approach . And. as a
team. we see our most important job is to ensure
customer satisfaction.
Speed of response and tlexibility. from initial sales
contact. through order processing. shipping and
tollow-up is what Dean Russell customers have
come 10 depend on .
Dean Russell is a ti.tll-line distribuiOr of medical
diagnostic equipmem, surgical supplies &
instruments and drugs & pharmaceuticals to
thousands of health care professionals throughout
Ontario.
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Class
candidates must do their project on
"The Impact of 50 year old,
overweight,
200
pack-year,
immigrant bus drivers on critical
analysis of journal articles.") After an
evening at The Purple Peeker (Lord
only knows the meaning of that) it
was back on the bus for a ride home
full of sing songs. There's nothing
like a 120 mile ride home on a
school bus after a night of drinking it's so easy to get a good rest. Of
note, Brian Bell was not challenged
for his wrestling title (to Hart's
approval). What does this mean? Is
there no young buck to topple the
champ? Does no one recall the story
of David and Goliath? Or i anyone
to be blamed for fearing for his life
when s tepping into "Pee World?"
Who could possibly win when one
must keep one's hands in the car at
all times? We can only pray for
Buster Douglas to enter Western
Medicine.
For those who enjoy a little spice
in their life, the grand fiesta of the
new year was hosted by Senorita
Brkoveeech. Although the floor was
littered with would be Mexicans,
there was no stopping Senor Ross
from performing our country's
version of the Mexican Hat Dance.
Ole! How someone could actually
fall asleep amongst such festivities is
beyond all those who attended, but
perhaps we should ask our own
napping Mexican, Mike el on,
who, when found asleep upright on
the couch with his hand in the
guacamole promptly retorted, "boy,
am I tired!" One free trade deal and
the whole country gets overworked.
It is with a heavy heart that I
relay this next bit of news to the
public. The house at 325 Wharncliffe
road ... is no more. Known as "Chez
Wharcliffe" to those who frequented
the establis hment, the house has
fallen into the hands of a ruthless,
scandalous, real estate corporation
(or was it the Board of Health
inspector?) whose machinations
have torn the very fabric which
bound together the erstwhile
members of "The House of
Knowledge." This house ha hosted
many a gala affair for throngs of
health care professionals. It was
more that just a place for a party -

yes, much more. Although this is not
widely known, it actually placed first
in the voting for the permanent
meeting place of the Christian
Medical and Dental Society (CMOS).
However, an alternate location was
necessary due to fire code
restrictions. You will be missed by
many, 325. May you stand forever in
all your glory.
Well that's all, folks. I guess I
didn't cover everything, but I call
'em as I ee 'em.

Me d s

I
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by Jay Nathanson
ello Again! We've made it
this far. In October, school
also had to compete with the
baseball fever. We watched the Blue
Jays clinch the AL East as the
Brewers and the Orioles faltered.
We were glued to our sets as the Jays
prevailed in the AL championship
series. And we celebrated as the Jays
overcame the Atlanta Braves in the
World Series to become Canada's
first team to win baseball's highest
honour. The '93-'94 baseball season
is anxiously awaited as many new
players join the Toronto club and
many familiar ones move on.
Once exams were over and done
with, the class slipped into "BRAINOFF" mode for the last ten days
before the holidays. Monday night,
most of Med '96 and '95 packed the
Ridout (along with a couple of locals
looking for med-school women). In
spite
of
the
evening's
overindulgence, a surprisingly large
number of us actually made it to the
next
morning's
8:00
a.m.
"Introduction to the Lower Limb".
Tuesday night, John Yee invited the
class for a Chinese dinner at his
family's restaurant. The food there
was superb (and inexpensive too!)
and we ate enough to last us until
the holidays.
That Friday, Medicine in Society
was devoted to the topic of
physicians and substance abuse.
Although the se sions ran well into
the afternoon, it was a thoroughly
worthwhile and enlightening
experience.
The subject was

H

Reports

especially apropos because that
evening we had our semi formal
with Meds '95. Everyone who
attended looked spectacular and we
danced the night away with style.
Saturday night, at Angela's karaoke
party, Jason amazed the crowd with
his melodic (I'm not kidding - it
really is good) voice.
The highlight of the post-exam
revelry was definitely the class
Christmas party. Almost everyone
in the class showed up to William's
house to eat, drink, be merry, and to
receive gifts from their "secret
Santa". We were even paid a
surprise visit by Santa Dodge
himself.
In January we returned to
school, fresh from the holidays. Our
minds not quite yet in "WORK"
mode, we coasted along the first
week until diving head-first into the
school spirit with the Meds '95-96
pub. The pub was a super success
and helped raise badly-needed
money
for
our
upcoming
Tachycardia skit, "Snow Bite".
Speaking of Tachy, Peter "Lloyd
Webber" Swedko and Sandra
"Streisand" Stevenson have been
hard at work on our class skit,
creating the script and score of what
should be a theatrical masterpiece in
the likes of Guys and Dolls, West
Side Story, and Les Miserables.
Finally, congratulations go out to
the Dartos (does everyone know
what it means?) Soccer Team for
their success in the tournament
finals. Athletic accolades also go out
to Stephanie Bennett, who fenced her
way to a medal at the Queens
tournament earlier this year.
Well, that's the way it is. Good
luck to everyone on the second set of
exams, and I'll see you next Journal!
Q

The Journal wi he to extend
condolence to Carol Aiken, Med
'95 and to Pete Young, Med '95.
In the recent pa t Carol Aiken
uffered the lo of her father and
Pete Young uffered the lo of his
mother. The UWO Medical Journal
alute your courage in the face of
these lo ses.
- The taff UWO Medical Journal.
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ETHICS EDUCATION IN THE
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM
by David A. Lloyd, MB , BCh, FCP(SA), FRCP(C),
Director, Learning Resource Centre.

he most influential stimulus for change in medical
education in this decade has come from a report
entitled "Physicians for the Twenty First Century:
Report of the Project Panel on the General Professional
Education of the Physician and College Prepara tion for
Medicine." 1 This report was sponsored by the American
Association of Medical Colleges and has had a major
impact on all schools because the accreditation process
has ensured that the elements of the report have been
followed. Further impetus for change in Ontario has come
from an organization created in 1989, Educating Future
Physicians for Ontario (EFPO) funded by a five-year
grant from Associated Medical Services, Ontario Ministry
of Health, and the five faculties of medicine in Ontario.
Information collected through the EFPO project, by
means of wide consultation with all members of the
health professions and the general public, will hopefully
generate policies that will influence the direction that
medical curricula take. In particular, one component of
this project will focus on societal needs. This component
will ultimately influence both the admission criteria and
the focus of the curriculum.
Various other working parties and reports from
around the world have advised an increased emphasis on
ethics education in the medical curriculum.2•5 The central
assumption is that the goal of medical education is to
prepare students for the scientific and ethical practice of
medicine. Medical ethics is thought to be a teachable
subject with well-definable course objectives and methods
of instruction. Thus, methods to determine whether or not
these objectives have been met must be possible.
The dominant characteristic of twentieth-century
medicine is its solid scientific basis; an equally significant
characteristic is the central importance of the patient' s
perspective. A paper entitled "On the Care of the Patient"
published in 1927 can be considered an early landmark
in medicine's concern with the patient as a patient, not
merely a container of disease. 6 The social medical
movement of the 1930s, which stressed the socioeconomic factors in sickness, furthered that emphasis. By
the 1950s, the slogan, "Treat the patient as a person," was
established in medicine although it was not honored in
day-to-day practice. The technological advances in
medicine and the social changes of the 1960s introduced
the notion of medicine being relevant to the needs of
patients. The current intense interest in ethics arose in this
setting.

T
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Ethics has its roots in the traditions extending back to
period when the historical concepts of medicine were
formed; at least to Hippocrates. 3 The fact that the
"objects" of science (things in nature) and the "object" of
ethics (the person) should be conceived of in ways that
are strikingly similar is not suprising.6 For medical
science, the objects were diseases viewed in their original
sense. For ethics the object is the individual seen as an
autonomous, reasoning creature, essentially uninfluenced
by time, the body, or illness. The development of clinical
ethics has taken place over the past three decades and the
expansion has been rapid and exponential. This
development has led to an awareness of the moral
problems, the application of moral tradition, the ability to
handle moral conflicts, and finally, the ability to assess
critically how well the moral tradition of a clinical setting
comports with the moral tradition of society. 7

Bioniche
A new emerging Biopharmaceutical
company requires a research nurse to be
part of its clinical research team.
Basic requirements:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nurse (BSc preferred)
Experience in clinical trials
Experience in Urology/Oncology
Excellent commmunication skills
Dynamic, self motivated, organized
Required to travel within Canada
Bilingual (preferred)
Computer experience an asset

Send resume to:

Dr. Ingrid Van der Linden
Bioniche Inc.
27-69 Bessemer Rd.
London, Ontario N6E 2V6
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Graduates of medical schools are required to acquire
the capabilities of being able to evaluate and manage
patients and their health problems effectively, efficiently,
and humanely. These requirements are likely secondary
to the growth of clinical ethics and an educated public
with greater awareness and expectations of the health
professions. A physician's effectiveness is based on
accurate diagnostic and therapeutic decisions. Efficiency
is proportionate to the time spent and costs incurred in
relation to a patient's problem; unnecessary use of tests,
personnel, and procedures should be avoided. Finally, a
humane physician is one who has good interpersonal
skills, who can communicate with patients, and who can
recognize and manage ethical issues in a sensitive
manner.
The changing perception of the physician by the
general public and the concern that pre-medical and
undergraduate medical programs have become overly
"scientized" has resulted in the introduction of courses in
the humanities and ethics. These courses are designed to
appropriately prepare graduates for complex issues that
are encountered in the practice of medicine. The
consumer has become concerned that physicians driven
by the pressures of high technology in medicine are not
paying attention to the moral and legal foundations of
medicine, and the clinical practice of informed ethics
(clinical ethics). Moreover, attention to interpersonal skills
in both ordinary and difficult encounters with patients in
medical practice is lacking.8 Although curricular planners
have been encouraged by the accrediting bodies to ensure
that clinical ethics does become an established part of the
undergraduate medical curriculum, its introduction has
been slow and the subject has often been dealt with in a
superficial manner. There are many reasons for this slow
progress. One reason is skepticism about the ability of a
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medical ethics course to modify students' moral
behaviour. Indeed, there are those who believe that
modem students cannot be taught medical ethics. 9
Societal expectations and political pressure are potent
forces that are stimulating the medical schools to modify
their curricula and in particular to pay more attention to
medical ethics. The teaching of medical ethics in medical
schools occurs in a variety of formats. Sometimes, ethics
is presented in a self-standing "elective," offered in one of
the undergraduate years. Sometimes, ethics is said to take
place informally in the "clerkships," in the interaction
between teacher and clinician and student and
apprentice, as they engage in the actual care of patients.
Most often, the teaching is in the form of lectures that
focus largely on the fundamental and derived medical
ethical principles.
The Medical Faculty of Western is currently
reconsidering the ethical education being offered in the
curriculum and expects to offer it in all years of study.
Whatever format is finally chosen, we recognize that to
ignore the pressure to have an adequate course in clinical
ethics would be a folly.
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HIPPOCRATIC
COUNCIL NOTES
by Harsh Hundal, Meds '95

he new Hippocratic Council convened for the first
time on April 29, 1993. As President-elect I feel that
change will be the only constant for the new
Council. First, let me introduce your Hippocratic Council
for 1993-94:

T

Mark Mensour
Past President, Meds '94
Harsh Hundal
President, Meds '95
Pramod Puligandla
VP - Academic, Meds '95
VP- Executive, Meds '95
Jeff Kolbasnik
Ambrose Au,
VP- External, Meds '95
VP - Social, Meds '95
Keyvan Hadad
Bernard Lawless
Secretary, Meds '95
Paul Howard
Treasurer, Meds '95
Athletic Rep., Meds '95
atalie eedham
Marcello Tonelli
Athletic Rep., Meds '95
April Armstrong
Comm. Relations, Meds '96
External Rep., Meds '94
Lesley Horton
Meds Journal, Meds '94
Jeff Politsky
Janice Barkey
Renovations Rep., Meds '95
David Fisman
Tachy Producer, Meds '94
Tachy Producer, Meds '95
Jason Baker
Farhan Bhanji
USC Rep., Meds '96
(Class President elections are pending)

New! Littmami·
Master Classic
Stethoscope

These people will give their time and energy to work
on your behalf. Planning for the up-coming academic
year begins this month. We will examine what the
Council has done in the past, and how we may build
upon these achievements. We need critical examination of
our strengths and weaknesses, clear goals, and plans to
achieve them. I propose the following objectives to help
guide us through the planning process:
1. To improve the co-ordination of Hippocratic
Council activities so that we can maximize effective use of
our most valuable resource: people.
2 . To promote effective, efficient, and timely
communication. This goal should apply to interactions
between all individuals and organizations. We need to
evaluate our communication resources in terms of input
and output. The appropriate use of the Hippocratic
Council Newsletter combined with Brown Bag Lunches,
and in-class feedback sessions may help achieve this goal.
3 . To be proactive, to anticipate, initiate, and
participate in change. Given the present health care
climate, we must not abdicate our right to influence our
future. The excellent work of our external representatives
should be further built upon.
I believe medical students want to be more than
passive bystanders. They need to know how they can be
involved. The council must provide opportunities and
nurture student and Faculty interest. Your input is
appreciated. If you have any ideas or wish to be involved
with the activities of the Hippocratic Council, please drop
me a note in the UME mailbox for Meds '95. It is time to
build bridges, not moats!
Q
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COMPUTER BASED
LEARNING CENTRE and
LEARNING RESOURCE CENTRE
by Beth Thorstenson, CBLC Manager
RENOVATIONS UPDATE
he renovation project is moving along on schedule
with construction expected to begin the first week
of March. The Computer Based Learning Centre
will remain functional until after final exams in the
middle of June, but the Student Lounge, study areas and
Learning Resource Centre will be inaccessible after
construction begins in March. Some of the resources in
the Learning Resource Centre will be integrated into the
CBLC, but 24 hour access into the CBLC will not be
available. The CBLC will be extending its evening hours
during construction to help accommodate students. A
temporary site for the student lounge is being sought.
A di play model of the renovation project is located
outside the administrative offices for the Faculty of
Medicine in the Health Sciences Addition.

T

LO DON INTERCOMMUNITY
HEALTH CENTRE DISPLAY
The London InterCommunity Health Centre is the
focus of a new informational display in the Learning
Resource Centre. The display includes a description of
the Centre and the programmes they offer, samples of
client materials, examples of work done by patients in the
Art Therapy programme, and the videotapes "The
London Good Food Project" and "Juggling Cultures".
The Health Centre is unique in its sensitivity to the
needs of special populations, multidisciplinary services,
and emphasis on health education and promotion .
Approx imately two-thirds of the Centre's clients are
immigrants, and a large number of clients come from low
income households. Some of the special client needs the
Health Centre assists with are: language barriers, post
traumatic stress, adjustment to a new culture, separation
from family, and tropical medicine. Health Centre staff
have strong ties with the Faculty of Medicine, and are
very active in production of videotapes for use in training
healthcare professionals to work with multicultural
clients. Student placements are available.
COURSE USE INFORMATION

Pelvic Exam Module
The female pelvic exam module is now available for
use and is accessible 24 hours daily in the LRC. Pelvic
exam mannequins for practice are available 8:30-4:30,
Monday to Friday. The module takes approximately 45
minutes to complete. Completion of the module will be
mandatory for second year students in Clinical Methods.

To receive credit for completion, second year students are
requested to sign a class list at the Learning Resource
Information desk when they have finished the module.
Fourth Year Biochemistry and Virology Assignmet~ts
Usage reports listing studen t usage of assigned
programs are available in the CBLC for students enrolled
in either fourth year Biochemistry (Dr. C. Rose) or
Virology (Dr. R. Lannigan). The reports are in order of
student number and list all programs accessed.
NEW MATERIALS
The following materials have recently been added to
the collection:

Computer Assisted Instruction "LMCC Practice Exam" (revised 1992)
Videotapes
"AIDS: Beyond the Policies - Caring for the People"
''The Autopsy: Diagnostic Process for Improved Health
Care"
"Common eonatal Viral Infections"
"A Complicating Factor: Doctor's Feelings as a Factor in
Medical Care"
"Gross Pathology Made Easy Series"
Part I "Infarcts and Hemorrhages"
Part II "Inflammation, Acute and Chronic"
Part III ' eoplasia, Benign and Malignant"
"Heart & Blood Ves els: Review of ormal Morphology
and Intro. to Pathology"
"I.C.I.A. R.C.: A Procedure for Examining Gross
Pathological Specimens"
"Intern" -introduction to internship
"Introduction to ormal Structure and Pathology of the
Gastrointestinal Tract"
"Introduction to ormal Structure and Pathology of the
Liver''
"It's Amazing What Can be Learned in Twelve Months"introduction to clerkship
"Itai-itai Disease"
"Lyme Disease: What You eed to Know"
"Oral Pathology: An Overview"
"Professional and Practice Development - Patient
Communication and Interprofessional Relationships"
''The Respiratory System: Review of ormal Morphology
and Intro. to Pathology"
"Universal Blood and Body Fluid Precautions: An
Approach to Patient Care"
CD-ROM
"CINAHL-CD" -Cumulative Index to ursing & Allied
Health Literature
Displays
London Intercommunity HeaJthcare Centre.
Q
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ONTARIO

[EFPO ]
by Merrilee Brown, Meds '95

one are the days when doctors were revered as
gods and their authority went unquestioned. Gone
are the days of passive patients who accepted their
doctor's word as gospel. Gone are the days of gentlemenphysicians and medical school taught in one-hour-a-day
lectures. The times they are a' changing.
Over the years, the pace of change in medicine has
accelerated and medical education has been slow to
adapt. Medical information is constantly being updated
as a result of scientific advancements. Patients are better
educated and expect more of their physicians than ever
before. Increasingly, physicians' authority is called into
question.
This discrepancy between
society's expectations of
physicians and physician
authority
and
self-determination culminated in the
Ontario physicians' strike in
At that time, the
1985.
Associated Medical Services
(AMS), a former medical
insurance group which is now
a medical charitable foundation, decided that something
must be done. The association
called Educating Future
Physicians of Ontario (EFPO)
was created to accomplish this
need.
With a commitment from
the Ministry of Health, the cooperation of the 5 Medical
Schools in Ontario and a
sizable chunk of money from
the AMS, the project enlisted
the aid of the Deans of the
Medical Schools in Ontario.
Curriculum change had usually been initiated in the past
by enthusiastic faculty but often had foundered when
faced with opposition at higher levels of administration.
Attacking the problem of change in medical education
from the top down gave strength to the project. With the
co-operation of the deans (COFM), the associate deans
responsible for undergraduate medical education (UECOFM), and a core of dedicated medical educators, EFPO
began in 1989 with the ambitious goal of making medical
education more responsive to the needs of Ontario's
society.

G
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EFPO formulated a plan of action. First, the "needs
and expectations of Ontario society" were established.
Second, the teachers were taught to incorporate the
findings into the curriculum. Also crucial was the
development of methods of evaluating application and
acquisition of these changes. This plan of action was
divided into three phases, or components, of EFPO.
Component 1: The needs and expectations of Ontario
as they pertain to the education of physicians was
ascertained. Committees ("focus groups") were
developed consisting of consumer groups, physicians,
medical students, allied health professionals, illness
groups
and
special interest
groups such as
immigrants,
women
and
native people.
Key interviews
with people in
the health community
and
society at large
were conducted
to enrich the
information
provided by the
focus groups.
By using a
health
care
data
base,
the
~valuation
Component I
group produced
a
series
of
working papers
on
subjects
ranging from
"Views of the
Chronically Ill
and the Disabled" to ''Views from Small Communities".
Ultimately, six different physician roles were
outlined:
1. Medical Expert/Clinical Decision Maker
2. Communicator /Educator /Hum-anist/ Healer
3. Collaborator
4. Gatekeeper /Resource Manager
5. Health Advocate
6. Learner
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These roles have been hotly debated in EFPO circles.
No consensus exists regarding the incorporation of these
roles into medical curricula (e.g., the "Physician as
Gatekeeper"). Although physicians may not need (or
indeed be able) to fulfill all of these roles, physicians are
certainly expected to fulfill them and they should be at
least addressed by EFPO.
Since medicine is a continuously evolving field ,
roles of medical practitioners are subject to change. One
of the goals of EFPO is to set up Health Intelligence
Units (HIU) at each of the five medical schools to
continue to examine the evolving needs and
expectations of society. By 1995, each of the five
Academic Health Centres will have a Health Intelligence
Unit to conduct epidemiological research and ascertain
regional concerns so that the centres may better fulfill
the needs of the regions they serve.
Component
II:
This phase involves the
incorporation of these new roles into medical curricula.
In order to help students acquire these new
competencies, medical educators must develop new
abilities through ongoing faculty development. Using
clinical decision making as a model for the
implementation of these new competencies into medical
curricula, Component II has produced a series of
teaching packages on topics as varied as "The Use of
Antibiotics in Open Fractures of the Finger" and "The
Diagnosis of Nodular Sclerosing Hodgkin's Disease".

We're working for you.
We represent Parke· Davis ... a
company of more than 600 people
dedicated to your health and
well·being .
We are the people who
developed and produce medications
that help to control epilepsy. We are
the ones who make cardiovascular
agents that help to give people with
heart disease a more promising future
We even make products that help )UU
rest more comfortably when )UU
comedown with a cold .

You also may be happy to know
that there'ssomething exciting going
on in our laboratories right now that
we expect to be our greatest
contribution to )tlur healthcare so
far. You'll be hearing about it very,
very soon.
Here's to a healthier canada.
Here's to a healthier you .
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Component III: Since new student competencies,
such as effective communication skills and the ability to
work with other health professionals productively do
not lend themselves to standard multiple choice testing,
new eval u ation tools must also be developed .
Component III's mandate includes the development of
valid, reliable assessment "tools" to be used to assess the
new student competencies and facilitate relevant
comparison between the schools. These will focus on
traditionally hard-to-test areas such as ethics,
communications and critical appraisal skills which tend
to be neglected in present evaluations.
Dr. Jeff Turnbull, a University of Western Ontario
graduate, has developed a series of 20 OSCE (Observed
Structured Clinical Examination) stations on ethics,
communication skills and critical appraisal. These 10
minute stations test students' knowledge and abilities to
reason and communicate in "real-life" situations such as
confronting a parent suspected of child abuse or
informing a woman of her husband's death. A 3-site test
was conducted last year at Queens', Ottawa and UWO.
Results are still pending, but most students found the
experience rewarding, though exhausting.
As EFPO draws near the midpoint of its 5-year
project, an external review is being conducted to ascertain how well EFPO is fulfilling its objectives.
Certainly, the past few years have seen some of the most
dramatic changes in medical education ever. The
changes to the curriculum at U of T and Queens,
including the introduction of Problem Based Learning,
have been largely EFPO-driven. EFPO has catalyzed
some of the curricular changes at UWO including the
development of new cases for Problem Based Learning,
a proposed Community Medicine component to the
clerkship rotation and more inter-disciplinary work with
the allied health professions. Those who have worked
for innovations in medical education through EFPO can
take much of the credit (or the blame) for these recent
changes. While there remains much to be done before
EFPO achieves its goals, I believe that much has already
been achieved in making medical education more
responsive to the evolving needs of Ontario. And just in
time, for the times they are a' changing.
Please contact any of the follwoing people for more
information on EFPO or its projects:
Merrilee Brown
Representative;

[Meds '95], Student EFPO

Dr. David Ho/lomby, Assistant Dean
of
Undergraduate Medical Education and Member of
the EFPO Steering Committee;
Dr. Wayne Weston, Family Physician, Byron Family
Medical Centre, Victoria Hospital,
Chair of the EFPO Faculty Development Liaison
Group.
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PERCUTANEOUS TRANSLUMINAL
CORONARY ANGIOPLASTY
by Anne Silas, BSc(NSc), Meds '94 & Ian Penn , M .D.
INTRODUCfiON
ercutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA) is an
interventional radiologic procedure that has
clinically significant value in the treatment of
patients with coronary vascular disease. Angioplasty
involves dilatation of a stenotic arterial segment and
produces an increase in luminal diameter by pressureinduced cracking and stretching at the site of balloon
inflation.
Percutaneous transluminal angioplasty was
introduced in 1964 by Dotter and Judkins for the
treatment of atherosclerotic lesions in the peripheral
vascular system 1• Technological advances in the field of
angioplasty were heralded in 1974 as a result of Andreas
Gruntzig's development of the flexible twin-lumen
balloon expandable angioplasty catheterl, allowing access
by smaller arterial puncture sites to larger diameter target
vessels. Since 1974 the application of PTA has become
important in the treatment of not only coronary occlusive
disease, but of complex lesions and multiple vessel
disease as welP. With increasing operator experience and
continued technological advances, percutaneous
transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA) success rates
have risen significantly since its inception in the mid
1970s. The greatest limitation to the success of this
procedure is the occurrence of vessel restenosis in about
30 % of the treated population•. Today, PTCA is an
established treatment for acute and chronic coronary
artery disease (CAD).
PTCA offers many advantages over medical and
surgical therapy for symptomatic CAD. PTCA is less
invasive than coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG)
surgery, and patients undergoing PTCA tend to have
shorter stays in the hospital. The technique may be
performed under local anaesthesia, is less painful than
more invasive processes, works almost immediately, is
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easily repeatable for new lesions that may develop, and
does not preclude future surgical intervention5 •
In light of the recent increase in the use of PTCA, a
review of current concepts of this technique should be of
value to medical practioners.
IDSTORICAL BACKGROUND
Dotter and Judkins first described the technique of
percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA) in 1964 for
the treatment of peripheral vascular disease 1 • This
technique involved passing progressively larger catheters
over a guidewire inserted into a vessel via a percutaneous
procedure. Over the next decade several European
physicians reported modifications to the original Dotter
technique and equipment 2 • Catheters were originally
blunt-tipped and large borred; only able to dilate a vessel
the size of the catheter itself. Technologic advancement
led to the development of catheters with tapered tips,
balloons, and finally, a soft flexible double lumen catheter
with a balloon at the tip was introduced by Gruntzig 2•
This balloon expandability meant that large vessels could
be approached with smaller arteriotomy sites. Through
the late 1970s, Gruntzig was responsible for the rapid
advancement of knowledge and methodology in this
area 6 • Further technologic advancement was provided by
Simpson 7 by the development of coaxial balloon
angioplasty whereby the guidewire and the balloon could
be individually controlled.
PTCA was used initially to treat patients with
symptomatic single vessel diseas . Today, indications for
PTCA therapy have expanded to include treatment of
complex multivessel disease 9•10, as well as acute
syndromes such as acute myocardial infarction and
cardiogenic shock 11 • Improved operator experience and
expertise, in addition to technological and equipment
advancements are in part responsible for the greater
success and wider scope of indications for PTCA.
MECHANISM OF BALLOON ANGIOPLASTY
Although Dotter originally postulated that balloon
angioplasty increased stenotic arterial lumen diameter by
compression of the atheromatous plaque 2, other
researchers presented findings that demonstrated an
alternate mechanism.
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irritation to the endothelial lining of the
vessel intima results in desquamation of
this layer of cells. Splitting of the plaque
occurs. Subsequently the plaque becomes
sheared from the arterial wall and the
intimal and I or medial layers of the
arterial wall may be tom. The end point of
this disruptive process is separation of the
media from the intima. The media i then
free to expand . Systemic arterial pressure
in the vessel helps to maintain this
expansion. Healing of the dilated site
occurs by platelet adhesion, fibrin
aggregation, and thrombus formation .
Kinney et al confirmed this controlled
injury theory ' 9 • These researchers
demonstrated that fluid extrusion from
the plaque accounted for 6-12 % of the
increase in lumen area. Plaque compaction
accounted for only 1%, while 90% of the
increase was due to plaque and arterial
wall disruption'9 •
Fig. 1: Left Anterior Descending Artery; pre- P.T.C.A.

COMPLICATIO NS OF TREATMENT

The success rate of PTCA can be
attributed to a number of variables
including
operator
expertise,
technological
advancement,
and
improved radiographic imagin~.
Lesion morphology and patient
characteristics are major and minor
variables, respectively, affecting PTCA
success. Lesion that are diffuse, located
in an angulated , tortuous , or distal
segment of ve sel, and are calcified, carry
a greater risk of complications than
lesions that are single, smooth, concentric,
and easily accessible21.22. Patients
presenting with chronic disease such as
diabetes mellitus and chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, as well as patients
who have jeopardized collateral
circulation, have increased risk of
developing complications and treatment
failure 23 • With careful selection, therefore,
coronary angioplasty may be safely and
Fig. 2: Left Anterior Descending Artery; post P.T.C.A.
succe sfully performed.
There are a number of long-term complications
Postmortem human and animal studies ' 2• 17
associated with PTCA. Approximately 1/4 of patients
demonstrated that angioplasty produces a controlled
undergoing coronary angioplasty develop recurrent
injury to the vessel wall. Castaneda et al noted the
symptoms of ischemia due to restenosis and 1/3 will
appearance of intramural material at the dilatation site
have angiographic evidence of restenosis 24 • Restenosis is
following angioplasty. These two researchers postulated
the most important factor limiting the success of coronary
that this material represented the remnants of endothelial
angiopla ty 1 . The following different definitions of
desquamation . The fact that this altered mural
restenosis exist among researchers: (i) lo s at follow-up of
appearance was limited to the area of dilatation supports
at least 50% of initial gain; (ii) 30% increase in tenosi
the theory of "controlled injury'' '8 • This controlled injury
compared with post-PTCA; and (iii) 50% or more stenosis
occurs subsequent to balloon-induced pressure at the
at follow-up 3 • Restenosis, due to an excessive myointimal
dilation site. The inflated angioplasty balloon cau e
proliferative reaction to endothelial denudation and
mural expansion of the stenotic arterial vessel. Direct
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vessel trauma at the time of coronary angioplasty, usually
develops within 3-6 months of the procedure•. Early
platelet deposition, thrombus formation, and vasospasm,
characterising the initial response to local trauma, may
produce an early stenotic process. This early response,
however, does not account for the development of intimal
hyperplasia and connective tissue matrix formation that
contribute to the chronic response to angioplasty and
produce the peak incidence of restenosis 3.25. The exact
mechanism of myointimal proliferation is unknown;
several variables may affect this process. These variables
include activity of growth factors and thrombus
formation. Libby et al. have proposed a cytokine-growth
factor cascade mechanism to explain restenosis. They
hypothesized that local injury, produced as a result of
angioplasty, triggers cytokine/ growth factor generation,
which in turn establishes a positive self-stimulatory
feedback loop. This feedback loop serves to amplify the
proliferative response; and produce a prolonged reaction
characteristic of chronic restenosis26 • Ring et al proposed
that thrombus formation, in response to balloon-induced
arterial injury, may be involved in the pathogenesis of
arterial renarrowing27 •
Patients at risk of restenosis may be identified by
anatomical and clinical factors. Two clinically relevant
factors that are especially important include unstable
angina and multiple vessel disease 28 • Investigators have
proposed that lesion morphology and location may
predispose certain patients to increased risk of occlusion.
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These characteristics include arterial tortuosity, intimal
irregularity, mid-coronary lesion location , and complex
coronary lesions3.22.29.
Although not as prevalent as restenosis, several other
factors have been reported that also limit the success of
coronary angioplasty. These factors include mitral
regurgitation, and access site complications. In an attempt
to design a model for short periods of acute mitral
ischemia, Prachar et al studied 34 patients with stable
angina undergoing coronary angioplasty. These
examiners used mitral regurgitation as a model for short
periods of acute myocardial ischemia. They demonstrated
that vessel occlusion during PTCA leads to regional
myocardial ischemia and subsequent mitral regurgitation
that may be of little clinical significance in the setting of
single-vessel diseas~. Access site complications, such as
infections3' and peripheral vessel embolization2, have also
been reported following complex cardiovascular
interventional procedures.
The various possible mechanisms of restenosis
suggest several potential preventative steps.
Pharmacological agents such as antiplatelet inhibitors,
anticoagulants, calcium antagonists, and steroids, and
mechanical devices such atherectomy devices, and
intravascular stents are currently being investigated3.2•,
although none have yet been found to be effective.

CURRENT TRENDS
PTCA has become an effective mode of therapy for
revascularization of chronic and acute occlusive arterial
disease. Most recently, PTCA has become a controversial
means of achieving reperfusion during the acute phase of
a myocardial infarction32 (Figs 1 & 2). PTCA is capable of
achieving reperfusion faster than thrombolytic therapy,
and may be applied in circumstances where thrombolysis
fails or is contraindicated. PTCA will not turn an ischemic
infarction into a hemorrhagic infarction. PTCA is capable
of relieving vessel stenosis; PTCA also has a higher
success rate of achieving recanalization than thrombolytic
therapy, and can restore patency of a coronary artery".
However, the success rate of coronary angioplasty
recanalization is highly dependent on patient and lesion
characteristics. Lesions that are diffuse, greater than three
months old, appear in a degenerated friable vein graft, or
are found in the anterior descending artery, carry a
greater risk of complications 2 '. Unfavourable clinical
variables include previous history of cerebrovascular
accident, myocardial infarction (MI) or triple-vessel
diseasev, chronic renal failure, or diabetes mellitus 23 •
In a randomized trial of 108 patients with acute Ml,
Gibbons et al. found that immediate angioplasty did not
appear to result in greater myocardial salvage than the
administration of a thrombolytic agent followed by
conservative therapyl3 • Conversely, Grines et al. and
Zijlstra et al. each demonstrated that immediate PTCA
after MI resulted in greater success rates than
thrombolytic therapy2.34. Each defined success as reduced
occurrence of reinfarction or death, and decreased rates of
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intracranial haemorrhage; higher patency rate of the
infarct-related artery, less residual stenosis, and less
recurrent ischaemia and infarction, respectively.

CONCLUSION
Coronary angioplasty has become established
therapy for the treatment of acute and chronic coronary
insufficiency syndrome, and has improved pre ent day
understanding of these syndromes. Coronary angioplasty
has been important in expanding the scope of coronary
revascularization and has heralded the development of
new devices to treat coronary artery disease.
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DIAGNOSTIC & THERAPEUTIC
CONS I DERATIONS
OF CYSTIC FIBROSIS
by Jeffrey Politsky, MSc, Meds '94 & E.R. Ecclestone, M.D.
INTRODUCTION

ystic fibrosis (CF) is an autosomal recessive
multisystem disease'. Cystic fibro is occurs once in
every 2,000 live births in the white population
(1:16,000 in blacks; 1:90,000 in Asians)2. The commonest
genetic defect involves a three-base pair mutation on the
long arm of chromosome seven (7q) producing a deletion
of phenylalanine at position 508 (oF508)3.4. The faulty
protein encoded by this abnormal gene is structurally
similar to a class of proteins involved in epithelial
transport 5 • This faulty protein is called the CF
transmembrane regulator (CFTR)6. Several m u tations at
the CF locus have been identified, which have a direct
bearing on the phenotypic p resentation. For example,
99% of patients homozygous for oF508 have pancreatic
insufficiency, whereas this occurs in only 36% of CF
patients with other mutations.
Clinical manifestations of CF relate mostly to
involvement of pulmonary and gastrointestinal (GI)
systems. Early pulmonary disease is characterized by
repeated episodes of inflammation of small airways,
producing chronic cough, tachypnea, and wheezin!f. A
small subgroup of CF patients develop severe lifethreatening respiratory distress beginning in early life
with additional findings of failure to thrive and
malnutrition (delay in diagnosis is associated with a
high mortality rate). Molecular genetic studies that led
to the identification of the CFTR protein provide a
genetic basis for the physiologic defect of CF. For
example, in the lung the abnormal gene encodes an
abnormal protein which alters the movement of odium
and chloride through epithelial cells. This altera tion
leads to dry muc u s tha t b locks bronchio les, t h en

C

b ronchi. In fection and inflammation follow blockage
with the resultan t release of toxins which interfere with
lung defenses and cause lung tissue damage. Further,
bro n chial wall swelling may occur along with
bronchospasm8 •
Early GI signs and symptoms of CF ca n manifest
antenatally, but usually present in the neonatal period as
meconium ileus. Because bowel emptying occurs after
birth, symptoms of abdominal distension and vomiting
occur in the first 48 hours. Complications of meconium
ileus can occur in utero. These complications include
perforation with sterile peritonitis, volvulus, or secondary
bowel atresias2• In addition to meconium ileus, other GI
and rei a ted problems are associ a ted with exocrine
pancreatic insufficiency leading to maldigestion and loss
of fat and nitrogen in the stool. In 90% of CF patients,
trypsin, chymotrypsin, lipase, co-lipase, and amylase are
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absent from duodenal fluids and cannot be stimulated 2•
Infants present with lack of growth, poor weight gain,
distended abdomen and decreased muscle mass.
Deficiencies of fat soluble vitamins (A,D,E,K) often occur.
Areflexia and foot drop, increased intracranial pressure,
and bone demineralization can occur secondary to
deficiencies in vitamins E, A, and D, respectiveli.
Pulmonary and GI complications may not be the first
presenting signs and symptoms of CF. Rarely, adults with
CF may present for consultation because of sterility. In
males, bilateral absence or atrophy of epididymis, vas
deferens, and seminal vesicles may occur. These
abnormalities are associated with a 98% sterility rate.
Reproductive organs of females are usually unaffected,
and women with CF may become pregnant and produce
normal offsprin~.
DIAGNOSIS OF CF
Cystic fibrosis was at one time considered a pediatric
disorder. Increased life expectancies have resulted in CF
becoming a more common complication of pregnancy9 •
Improved life expectancies may be associated with
diagnositic testing for CF. Various procedures are
available to diagnose CF. For certain genetic conditions,
including CF, DNA testing identifies carriers and
determines the risk status of the fetus-this identification
assists parents in making more informed prenatal
decisions. However, with approximately 10 million
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people in North America carrying the gene ' 0 , the
feasibility of population screening for CF is questionable
and may be reserved for those couples who request it. In
utero testing for CF is now also a possibility with recent
advances in the study of CF. One procedure undergoing
scrutiny is sonographic interpretation of hyperechoic fetal
boweL Fetal bowel of similar or greater echogenicity than
surrounding bone is thought to by hyperechoic". One
study found that sonographic findings of hyperechoic
fetal bowel is associated with an increase risk of CF,
perinatal death, and growth retardation" . In addition to
DNA testing and in utero sonography, another method of
diagnosis of CF relates to newborn screening. The
substance screened is immunoreactive trypsinogen (IRT).
Trypsinogen is a precursor of the pancreatic enzyme
trypsin; serum trypsinogen is increased in infants with
CF. Because of the high false positive rate of this test, a
second test is usually done along with a sweat test for a
definitive diagnosis 12 •
TREATMENT & THERAPEUTIC CONCEPTS

If a baby with CF is born (regardless of when the
diagnosis is made), treatment for CF must be considered.
Although the median life expectancy of patients with CF
has increased to 28 years'3, 95% of CF patients die of lung
disease" . For many years, the mainstay of treatment for
pulmonary disease was chest physical therapy, antibiotic
therapy, nutrition, exercise, and postural drainage. In the
last few years lung transplants have emerged as an end
stage treatment with the potential of increasing survival.
Currently, indications for transplant are p02<SS,
pC02>SO, and FEV1 <30%.
The financial and psychological costs are immense
and morbidity is high irrespective of the patient's health
status' 5 • In a small subset of CF patients, liver failure
occurs. Since there is no successful treatment for liver
failure, liver transplants have been performed for certain
patients, with success rates the same as in patients
without CF'". A positive outlook exists for some new
treatment modalities such as cellular and molecular
treatments as well as for gene therapy. Amiloride, a
sodium channel blocker, may have potential long term
benefits if it is used early on as a first line therapy to
prevent alterations in electrolyte balance and maintain the
water composition of mucus'7 • DNAase aerosols, which
decrease sputum viscosity and improve lung function in
patients with CF (by decreasing D A degradation
products) may be a useful treatment once patients have
developed airway inflammation' 8 • Finally, an exciting
possibility for CF treatment is gene therapy. Researchers
are investigating the effect of using genetically altered
adenovirus strains (a virus with a predilection for
respiratory epithelium) to place the normal CF gene in
airway epithelial cells of cotton rats in vivo; expression of
the gene and production of human CFTR is expected
several weeks after intratracheal administration of the
gene-carrying virus 8 • The utility of gene therapy on
humans is still years away, though.
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SUMMARY

Overall, there has been many changes in the
understanding of CF since its initial recognition in the
1930's. The recent rapid expansion of knowledge on a
cellular and molecular basis of the disease has had
profound implications on future diagnosis and treatment.
Women at risk for bearing an infant with CF have a
number of diagnostic options available to assess this risk,
before, during, or after birth. Further, although CF is still
a lethal disease, a number of therapeutic protocols are
being developed or refined that may increase survival.
Nonetheless, the financial and psychological burdens of
raising a baby with CF are tremendous. Clearly, the
multitude of factors involved in giving birth to a baby
with CF should be cause for great thought by the
parent(s) as to whether a pregnancy should be aborted or
carried to term.
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ABORTION:
BATTLE CONTINUES
by £/in Ringstrom, Meds '96

n April19, the Ontario government applied for a
court order to ban activity by anti-abortion
protesters outside abortion clinics, hospitals and
doctor' s homes in the province. The past 12 months have
seen a general upsurge in pro-life political activity. In
Canada last May, a Morgentaler clinic in Toronto was
bombed. Recently in Florida a physician was shot. In this
background of anti-abortion activity, abortion-clinic
operators, pro-choice activists and physicians who
perform abortions have increased their criticism of
government inaction to protect a legal medical service. In
light of these complaints Attorney-General Marion Boyd
issued an application for
injunction which would
protect three abortion
clinics in Toronto from
anti-abortion protesters,
in addition to hospitals
and abortion providers'
homes and offices in
London,
Brantford,
King ton and orth Bay.
Dr. Fraser Fellows, a
London obstetriciang y necologist, calls this
application "a step in the
right direction". A step
that may put an end to
London Campaign Life
Coalition's vigils outside
hi home. For the pa t 15
month , anywhere from 2
to 20 placard-holding
picket can be seen daily
out ide his home. Citing
the immunity of the large
ho s pitals
and
the
7
anonymity of the patient,
Dr. Fellows feels that
physicians are targeted as
the " weak leak in the
chain ." Anti-abortion
protesters, recognizing
the vulnerability of the physician, have tried via this sort
of the vigilance tactic to reduce the number of
physicians willing to perform abortions. Already
Windsor and Peterborough each have only one
remammg doctor who performs pregnancy
terminations, while Kitchner-Waterloo has gone from
eight to none.

O

A firm advocate of a person' right to express their
opinions, Dr. Fellows feels that "maybe we should have a
speaker's comer in our cities" and private citizens could
then be left at peace.
Currently, a costly private injunction (legal costs
approximately $50,000), is the only measure to stop
protests outside of homes. The pending injunction ,
would rectify this matter.
However, Dr. Fellows feels that he "doesn't want to
be overly optimistic. " Citing the lack of government
action to date and the sensitivity of the issue, he doesn' t
want to assume the problem is over. He also worries that
if the injunction does not
pass pro-life activists will
see this as a sign of
government approval.
Jack Baribeau is a
pro-life activist. As
president of the London
Campaign Life Coalition,
he represents the "other''
side of the issue. He is
one of the 18 individuals
named directly in the
pending
injunction .
Regarding Marion Boyd's
action, he states, "what's
a shame in all of this, is
that there are 96 people
alive today becau e of
our
idewalk counseling." He is referring to
the total of 96 women, he
says, walked away from a
Toronto abortion clinic
because of the efforts of
pro-life protesters last
year. He further worries
of the possible ramifications such an injunction
will have on other forms
of protest.
Mr. Baribeau, like Dr.
Fellows, is not overly optimistic about the government's
present action. Given what he calls the DP's "proabortion record", he feels that the injunction is likely to be
passed . However, he states that "we are creative people.
Its like they're trying to hold water through a sieve." He
clearly indicates that his group will find other means to
n
express its opinions.
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WESTERN'S NEW DEAN
An interview with Dr. Robert McMurtry
by Ross Mantle, BSc, Meds '95

he arrival of Dr. Robert McMurtry in September of this
year has brought a sense of renewal to the Faculty. The
52 year old Toronto trained hand surgeon and selfdescribed "trauma nut", comes to London with his wife and
family of four children. Dr. McMurtry is the brother of Roy
McMurtry, the former Attoney General of Ontario;
Dr. McMurtry can also be found in "Canada's Who 's Who".
Dr. McMurtry is rumoured to have been heavily recruited from
his post as Head of Surgery at the University of CalganJ.
Consistently, the Dean is praised by those who work with him
for his forthrightness and energy. The Chair of the Decanal
Search Committee, Vice-Provost Health Sciences and Dean of
Dentistnj, Dr. Brooke, expressed his pleasure with the seven
year appointment, citing Dr. McMurtry's distinguished career
and his inclusive approach toward all of the health science
disciplines. Dr. McMurtry was asked to deliver the R. I. Harris
memorial lecture this year at the United Nations where he
spoke on "Canada's Health Care System: The Best in the
World, Fact or Fiction?" The following excerpts portray only
some of the energy of our new Dean, Dr. R. Y. McMurtry.

T

Early experiences
Mantle: Tell me about some of the things that led up to
your becoming Dean of Medicine at Western.
McMurtry: Probably one of the most important early
experiences occurred from 1968 to 70. I had been on a
very straight track through university and then postgraduate training, and I guess I was going through a little
bit of "what's it all about." One day I was exposed to a
lecture by a person who had been in Africa, and who
quite clearly had had an enormous impact there. I was
overcome by the contrast with what we were accomplishing in Toronto, and that led
me to seek permission from my
training program in Orthopaedics to go
to Africa to a mission hospital.

"One-to-one

position of my North American presumptions with the
realities of international medical experience. After many
months without taking a night off- because I was in equal
measure young, energetic and foolish - I was getting
pretty tired out. I took a holiday and did a lot of
reflecting. I realized that what I was doing was probably
a helpful thing, but that it would be far more important if
I invested my time and energy in teaching others, in
establishing a system where care could occur more
readily and in researching better ways of doing things.
Finding out what would be most
effective as opposed to just running
headlong at problems by yourself as I
had
been trained to d o.
patient care,

When I first arrived it was night. I went
That experience and a similar
taking on someone else's experience
into the one story hospital. Things were
in Uganda had a huge
clearly primitive but all the essentials problem and helping impact on me. Actually it's only in
were there. I was shown by flashlight to them with it, remains the retrospect that I see how much. There
my "ward." I looked in and it was very
is huge value in doing and the most
dark, but you could see the silhouettes best and most satisfying satisfaction. One to one patient care,
of beds and people. I counted 25 beds job there is. "
taking on someone else's problem and
and said to the superintendent, "Oh, I
helping them with it, remains the best
have 25 patients." And he said no, you
and most satisfying job there is. If you
have 58. I looked again and blinked
teach it, or if you find a better way,
because I was quite puzzled. There was one person on
either through research in the more traditional sense or
each bed and one below and there were eight instances of
by building a better system, there is less immediate
people between beds. It was a very dramatic juxtasatisfaction but greater impact in the longer term.
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The Trauma Program
Mantle: In Toronto you were involved in the establishment of a trauma centre there which was the beginning
of a whole new way of approaching trauma management
in Canada . Tell me about those experiences.
McMurtry: My two major things in Toronto were trauma
and surgery of the hand . The trauma was all about a
different system of care. It was about doing things in a
way that would favour patients. So much of emergency
care in those days related to the provider agenda. In
other words, the most likely person to be on on Friday
night when the most serious accidents happened would
be the most junior available. The moment there is a
w artime setting, of course, that all gets turned upside
down.
Mantle: The program turned out to be a very successful
administrative experience for you.
McMurtry: Yes. I had to, and took delight in interacting
with every imaginable kind of subspecialist in medicine
plus 22 non-medical disciplines, including ambulance
ser v ices, police, firefighter s, paramedics,
air
a mbulance .. . The switchboard people were crucial.
When we had a trauma nobody on the team could have a
hope of any peace until they showed up on time. The
locating people would find them. They knew who the
team member's boyfriends and girlfriends were, and
w here they'd go when they didn' t want to be found.
When the word trauma was heard the place electrified
and the switchboard operators would find everybody
and say "to emerge" and there was no choice unless you
wanted to be hounded- they'd document every call. It's
such people that can make you or break you. The same
w as true of the blood bank technicians. We'd have
somebody come in who had been in a terrible accident
and the blood would be pouring on the floor in a way
you can' t imagine at first. We set up a hands off
communications system at the suggestion of the blood
bank technicians so that we could be resuscitating and
working on the patient instead of attending the phone.
We' d describe the situation, they' d feel involved and
they'd sprint up and down the stairs and down the hall
w ith bags of blood. We had meaningful survival in
people time and again who had required 30, 40, 50 units
of blood.
By the mid-eighties, 76 institutions identified
Sunnybrook as the destination for their seriously injured
patients. Not only that, but the residents started saying
to the other hospitals in the city 'you guys are making a
mess here, it's dangerous. This is a new standard and
you' re not meeting it.' So a real change came about
because of an initiative that in the first five years was
viewed in Toronto as being nonsense, lunacy, and smoke
and mirrors by a lot of people.

twelve years I was preoccupied with trauma where there
is little argument. Even Ivan Illich very quickly gets off
the subject in Medical emesis where he says, 'medicine
makes a difference in trauma, but lets talk about the rest.'
When I came to Calgary I could see elective surgery
going on which wasn't clearly defensible, and I was
allocating beds in O .R.s. That lead very quickly into
health services research - demanding that we had to
show value in what we were doing. I'm happy to say
that the physicians there not only embraced the research,
they put their own money into it. They were able to
reduce the elective surgical rate by 13, 8 and 11 percent
respectively in three successive years. The waiting lists
did not increase, and in the province the background
numbers were +4% during each of those years.
Mantle: Without reducing the quality of care?
McMurtry: No - we were measuring exactly that,
measuring outcomes. How can an institution or
individual undertake an intervention without also
undertaking to provide outcome information? It' s a
rhetorical question. It doesn' t exist now. I think it would
be lunacy if it didn' t exist by the turn of the decade. If
the re are better ways of doing things outside of the
" health care system" then we ought to make sure the
money goes there. And the flip side of it is, I don't want
to see the things that we do that make a big difference
suffer. The point is we should be doing less. Perhaps 7080% of what were doing is superb, and I want to fight to
the death to protect it. But we can't make that case now.
We have to get our act together and be sure that we have
as much as humanly possible reduced the inessential. It's
not a trivial amount. The figure that people have a sense
of intuitively is 25-30%. At Foothills Hospital we were
able to close one whole ward and turn another ward into
a day surgery running Monday to Friday. Within the department of surgery the savings on base budget were
two million dollars a year.

Being The Dean
McMurtry: I think it was the combination of saving
money and emphasizing research in the clinic in Calgary
that provided the impetus for a lot of speaking
engagements and interest. Then I received a call from the
University of Calgary: Was I interested in becoming a
Dean? I couldn't come to grips with that, because at that
point I wasn't ready.
Mantle: I don't imagine that you had any master plan
from when you were in medical school to become a Dean
of Medicine ...
McMurtry: No! As recently as 1990 or 91 somebody
asked me about that and I said "please, if there is one
thing I won't be, it's a Dean." I just didn' t fit the image.
Mantle: [laughter] You didn' t have the beard and ...

Health Services Research in Calgary
McMurtry: In Calgary I became involved in the business
of showing that what we do makes a difference. For

McMurtry: Well, whatever it is ... that ambiance and
feeling that there is that surrounds Deans, I didn't think
that I was the person.
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Medical Education
Mantle: What are some of your thoughts on classroom
education here at Western and perhaps in general?
McMurtry : In Toronto I was very involved with
undergraduate education from the standpoint of trauma
and hand surgery. I was responsible for establishing the
undergraduate trauma course and running it. I also set up
the Advanced Trauma Life Support (ATLS) courses in
continuing education. These courses were designed by a
medical educator named John George who taught me
more about medical education that any other experience I
can think of. He gave a whole series of lectures about the
levels of education and the shortcomings of the lecture
format, the lack of interaction and the necessity of using
other teaching tools. In ATLS the lectures comprise no
more than one third of the learning experience, hands on
experience where you're actually using psychomotor
skills and on line problem solving comprise the other two
thirds, and these are followed by something comparable
to an OSCE (Observed Standardized Clinical
Examination). From the work in Calgary, I find that all of
us are not nearly the experts in
education that we think we are.
Certainly at Western I see a very
big need to bring people who
have Masters degrees in medical
education in to the clinical
setting, one would also like to
see that expertise in basic science.

Mantle: So you' re happy with Western' s mixture.

McMurtry: I'm very comfortable with what's going on at
Western in the sense that we do still have both. What
I' m uncomfortable about is that we do not have a
curriculum map. Apparently some things are taught six
times and others of importance are not taught at all. So
as far as I'm concerned we need to make sure (1) that
what' s going on in the classroom is of absolutely top
notch quality. I'm hearing it's not. (2) that the student's
feedback, which has been shown to be the best way of
evaluating teaching, be acted upon expeditiously. (3)
that we reduce the lecture content down to a core
minimum and increase the time devoted to other
learning methodologies, and (4) that we are assess ing
performance in a meaningful way so that we can say in
five years that we know that what we' re doing makes the most sense as measured by
the students assessment of the learning
"I find that all of us are experience
and by what our graduates think
not nearly the experts in of us downstream.

education that w e think
On Western Medical Students
we are."

Problem Based Learning
McMurtry: I visited with friends at McMaster and with
the Dean at McGill because I was intrigued. Calgary was
going into problem based learning (PBL) holus bolus,
and now Toronto, Ottawa, and Dalhousie . What's
fascinating is that there is no good evidence as to what
difference it's making! The person who has done the
best research on it is Patel from McGill who
cooperatively with the McMaster program tried to
compare the two schools. Her work showed different
strengths, not one better than the other. What's good
about PBL is that it pushes toward evidence based
decision making . When you're confronted with a
problem or an uncertainty you stop, go wider, think,
search the literature, assess the quality of the evidence,
and base your decision on a much fuller definition of the
problem. That's of crucial value. Of total health care
costs, doctor's incomes are 16-18% of the budget, but our
decision making accounts for 70-80%. We admit, we
operate, we investigate, we prescribe and so forth. How
are we doing it? .. we're kind of winging it on too little
evidence. We all know. We have a spirit of knowing, not
a spirit of inquiry. Wennberg claimed that 10-20% of
what we do has good strong evidence to support it. That
doesn't mean that the rest of it's bunkum, it m eans we
haven't produced the evidence. Problem based learning
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is crucial in my view to that kind of decision making,
but I don' t want a purely PBL trained person to look
after me when I' ve been mulched in a car crash. The
traditional model helps you move ahead when you have
things, like appendicitis or compound fractures, that are
not diagnostic conundrums.

McMurtry: .. .I'm happy to say that there are
a lot of things to count your blessings about
at Western, the student's for sure. That' s in the recent
accreditation report, they are extremely complimentary
of our students .. . enthusiastic, responsible, insightful,
committed. There was an, 'I wish they were like that at
home' reaction. I wasn't surprised. The report had some
well founded criticisms, including the absence of a
curricular map, too much lecturing and not responding
to the students assessments - these things are totally
unacceptable. But there are a lot of good people with an
educational interest here at Western like David Lloyd,
the incoming Dean of Undergrad. David Hollomby, I' m
happy to say, is going to stay involved, he is a national
leader. Wayne Weston has been recognized widely for
his excellence .. . so we really have a lot to build on.
There' s no sense that we want to go with the s tatus quo,
even though our students are so good that we stood the
best in the country in last year's LMCCs (Licentiate of
the Medical College of Canada), as you know.

On Altruism
McMurtry: ... I'm certainly not in any panic about the
quality of our students. One concern I have is that there
is clearly not a uniformity in altruism ... and that really
bothers me. We all want security and certainty to be
factor in our lives, I accept that, I know that's a given.
But to work on behalf of something that's bigger than
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A rti c l e s
y ours elf is one of
Remuneration
the
most "I'm certai nly n o t in any
psy chologicall y panic about the quality of our McMurtry: Our present remuneration system is
chaotic. An alternate funding plan (AFP) would
rew ardin g things
help us correct that and achieve equity.
students.
One
concern
I
have
there is. Somehow I
don' t sense it's there is that there is clearly not a Mantle: You mean equity between academic and
uniformly. Who's at
uniformity in altruism ... and clinical faculty?
fault? The students?
McMurtry: I mean fairness . It' s not a question of
P erhaps, in part. that really bothers me. "
whether somebody' s clinical or academic, it' s a
Th e admissions?
question of are they doing what they undertake to
Perhaps. How about
do really well, and being recognized for it?
o ur mentors, how about us a s faculty - what's our
Because there' s a million ways to contribute, and if
behaviour like? Are we taking a group of altruistic
that's the way they say they' re going to contribute and if
people and making them into something else? I spoke
that's the way we appreciate them contributing then
with the class of '96 on their first day and we had the
they ought to be recognized for it.
b a rbecue that night. It wa s just wonderful, the
Mantle: Do you feel that academic pursuits in the faculty
enthusiasm, the energy, the oomph! And I said to one of
are undervalued with respect to clinical pursuits?
the old faculty members how excited I was in talking to
these people, they' re bright, stimulating, impressive - I
McMurtry: Not by me. Not by the university.
felt lucky to be in the crowd, frankly - and he looked at
Mantle: But in terms of money?
me and said don't worry about it, they'll get over it.
McMurtry: Yes, there are perverse incentives. You're
What are we doing? When we had the Dean' s Council
much better off monetarily to be a really busy clinician
for Change that single subject caused the most
nd never give a moment ' s thought to anything
a
discussion.
academic, because you ' re rewarded handsomely. I
consider that a perverse incentive and one that an AFP
On Ad missions
would deal with. Having said that, the ability to reward
hard work should be retained. If somebody is going to
McMurtry: Change is underway. In the past we had
put in long hours and be really productive as a clinician,
approximately 2000 applicants and we'd interview 600.
then
there ought to be at least some reward, assuming
The first group was eliminated solely on the basis of
that
what
they're doing is demonstrably of value.
marks, and in the second group the marks received a
weighting of 65%. The essay and the interview received
Mantle: Tell me more about AFPs.
the residual 35%. So having done all that work, the
McMurtry: In the current models the hospitals get an
marks were weighted again at two thirds. What the
envelope of funding and there is a payment mechanism
Admissions Committee has done now is to reduce
to be determined largely within departments . The
marks to being a third weight. Certainly we' ve included
money is allocated to support patient care as well as the
in some darn good people by the old method, but who
research and education missions. Even if we stay with
are we leaving out?
fee for service there is a willingness - I've heard this on

Faculty Concerns
Mantle: What sort of directions do you think the faculty
may be moving in in terms of its own members?
McMurtry: I think a simplification of the appointment
process would be useful for one. Two, a very regular
a nd systematic process called annual contract and
review where unit heads and individuals agree on an
annual set of commitments, and we make sure as unit
heads that we' re providing an environment in which
objectives can be achieved. At the year end there is some
reconciliation and you're going to have a small subset, 23% maximum I feel, that are going to have to be
addressed. What we' re going to do far more is recognize
and say thank-you to people for what they're doing. We
need to take the time to do it. Every single faculty
member matters. If we can't take the time to do it then
we ought to take down our shingle.

very good authority - to limit billing numbers to control
where you can practise in addition to discounting like
they do in Quebec . In other words if you set up in
Toronto you get, say, 70% of the OHIP fee, if you set up
in Kapuscasing you get 120%. Welcome to the way it is.
Continued on Page 100 .. .
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FEATURE
SECTION
This month's feature section is
Aging & Development.
Topics in this issue include
Ethics & the Elderly, Acute Care
of the Frail Elderly, Infantile
Amnesia, the Adolescent Medical
Visit, and others.
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BACK AT AGING
by Cindy Hawkins, Meds '96

nitially, when presen ted with the oppor tunity to
peruse the venerable back issues of Western's Medical
Journal with the goal of locating articles on aging, I
thought I would be struck with the quaint ideas and
styles of the times. I imagined how ridiculous and
antiquated the theories of a generation ago would appear
when compared with our current knowledge. This
arrogance stemming from the myth of progress
evaporated as I discovered that our concepts of treating
the aged today are not significantly more advanced.
Instead I found that the concerns of a physician toward
his patients are timeless.
As ever, there was much speculation on the causes
and mechanisms of aging. Dr. Little's article from the
March issue of 1953 saw the study of the process of aging
as a field divided in to four areas:
To the man in the street who provides financial
support for research, aging is related to "nutrition".
Investigators are inquiring anew into the requirements
of the aged in the balance of protein, fat, and
carbohydrates.
They want to determine what bearing assimilation
of foods may have in an organism with depleted
vitamin and mineral stores, inadequate mastication,
altered enzyme production , revised energy
expenditure, and faulty elimination habits.
Another group of workers is seeking to find what
influence "stress" may have through the trauma of
emotions upon the autonomic nervous system and
whether certain body types show a hereditary
predisposition to an earlier onset of the aging process.
The place of "hormone balance" is not being
neglected in the search. There is good ground for
believing that there is a distinct relation between the
alteration of hormone secretion in middle age and the
onset of the signs of aging.
Finally there is the enormous task confronting
students engaged in social-anthropological
observation. They are trying to correlate the influences
of "external environment" upon the breakdown of
organisms.
Twelve years later, in the March issue of the Medical
Journal of 1965, Diana M. Willis advanced a less general
view of aging theories to focus on two. The first model,
proposed by Dr. G. Neary, was based on data obtained
from experiments which correlated the effects of radiation
on rats with the normal process of aging.
This intrinsic aging occurs in two principle
successive stages, which between them occupy the
whole lifetime. First, a stage of intracellular changes
probably accompanied by intercellular reactions
proceeds insidiously and is termed "induction". When
a certain level of inductive change is approached, the
second stage of aging sets in rather abruptly. It

I

involves a different level of organization and
physiological interactions which proceed
autonomously and autocatalitically when once
initiated and which lead to rapid impairment
culminating in death; this stage is termed
"development". Induction corresponds to a progressive
destruction of homeostatic mechanism, while
development corresponds to senescence itself.
The second article, put forth by Gregory Pincus,
depends upon the failure of endocrine function to initiate
the aging process.
The anterior pituitary holds a critical position in
this matter because of its tropic influence on so many
endocrine glands, including the thyroid, the pancreas
and the gonads. It is the balance of the endocrines, as
perhaps it is the balance of the vitamins, that is of
paramount importance in maintaining optimum
functioning of the organism as an integrated whole.
When these balances are distorted, a pathway is made
for the beginning of senescence.
Of course, both articles have an optimistic view that
in the not too distant future answers will be found to the
causes of aging. In this they follow a dream of man since
time immemorial. But like a dream such an ambition
remains ever elusive.
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ETHICS AND THE ELDERLY
by Jay Nathanson, BSc, M eds '96

INTRODUCTION
he elderly population of the world is growing at an
extrao r dinary rate . At th e beginning of t hi s
century, the elderly constituted only four percent of
all Canadians. Today, twelve percent of the population is
over 65, and this number is expected to reach twenty-five
percent by 2035. In the United States, the number of
people over 85 is increasing at a rate of over 10% every
two years. This significant shift in patient demographics
will bring with it a host of ethical issues that health care
professionals will be forced to consider with increasing
frequency.

T

AUTO NOMY VERSUS PATERNALISM
Elderly patients are often assumed to be incompetent
to make their own decisions. The opposing philosophies
of respect for autonomy and paternalism lie at the centre
of many of the ethical dilemmas concerning the elderly.
A conflict often exists between what the physician (or
medical establishment) perceives to be in the best
interests of the patient and what the patient perceives to
be in his or her own best interests. The principle of
respect for autonomy views the values and belief of the
patient to be the ultimate moral concern in determining
the physician's responsibilities. Consequently, regardless
of whether or not the physician agrees with the patient's
wishes, he or she respects that patient' selfdetermination.
The principle of respect for autonomy and the
principle of beneficence - that the physician should act in
a beneficial way toward the patient - may sometimes be
in direct conflict. Any deliberate limitation of t he
autonomy of the patient by the physician in fa vour of
what he or she believes is in the best interes t of the
patient could be considered paternalism. Paternalism
assumes that the physician, based on his or her superior
knowledge, experience, and skill, is best able to a certain
what course of treatment the patient should undergo.
The telling of small lies, the withholding of sensitive
information to encourage a patient, treatment against the
patient' s wishes, or without their consent constitu te
limitations of patient autonomy.
LOSS OF AUTONOMY
Judging a patient's cognitive ability is an important
factor in determining a patient's capacity for autonomous
behaviour. A patient has lost his or her decision-making
autonomy if he or she lacks the cognitive ability to grasp
the important aspects of diagnosis, and treatment options,
or is unable to think rationally and clearly, because of
pain, fear, or depression.
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In the case of temporary cognitive impairment due to
medication, depression, or metabolic or infectious
disorders, no important decisions should be made until
restoration of the patient's mental function is restored.
However, in cases of permanent or irreversible dementia,
such as in Alzheimer's disease, more serious problems
can arise. How m uch decision-making control should
these patients retain over their lives? When, and to what
extent, should physicians assume a paternalistic attitude
towards this patient? What is the role family members in
making decisions for the patient?

ADVANCE DIRECTIVES
Advance directives will play an increasingly
important role in the care of the elderly patient. They
allow for a mentally competent person to determine what
approach is to be taken should he or she become
incompetent. A living will is a written document that
states under what conditions and to what extent a patient
wishes to be treated (eg. do not resuscitate orders). The
living will should explicitly declare all types of treatment
that are or are not acceptable. One problem with living
wills is that after the patient becomes incompetent there
exists no possibility for any compromise or change in the
documen t . Because of this inflexibility, a more
appropriate method of providing advance directives may
be the durable power of attorney. This involves appointing
a person to make decisions regarding a patient' s
treatment should he or she become incompetent.
Considering the difficult choices that need to be made, a
living will may be helpful to the individual entrusted
with durable power of attorney.

HEALTH CARE RATIONING
As the fraction of the elderly in the population
increases and the demand for expensive life-sustaining
procedures grows, the financial burden on the health care
system will greatly intensify. Some medical ethicists are
beginning to advocate some form of rationing of medical
care based on patient age. Others argue that
discriminating on the basis of age is unjust and that other
forms of rationing must occur.
In the "person-oriented" view of health care
rationing, the main criteria for deciding who receives
treatment are the likelihood, length, and quality of the
potential medical benefit. All remaining resources would
be distributed in a random fashion, such as by lottery. In
this situation, old age is only relevant if an elderly patient
might not survive the proced ure. Proponents of this
theory believe that rejecting treatment for a patient on the
basis of advanced age alone imposes the value-laden
judgment of a youth-worshipping society.
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A more pragmatic id eology, based on utili tarian
theory, attempts to provide the greatest good for the
greatest number: denial of government health insurance
coverage for expensive lifesaving procedures to all
patients over a certain age, but it is morally justifiable as
well. A disproportionate amount of the money allocated
towards health care is spent on the elderly. If society is to
provide a decent level of health care for all, it must
a bandon some cost-ineffective forms of medical
intervention-otherwise, other items on the health care
o r social agendas (such as education and the
environment) may suffer due to lack of funds.

AGEISM: JUST OR UNJUST DISCRIMINATION?
Can health care professionals justifiably treat patients
differently solely on the basis of age? Some people may
a rgue that treating unfair to treat people differently
based on factors which are not within their control is
unfair. Therefore, ageism, like sexism and racism,
involves beliefs, attitudes, and practices that unjustly and
unjustifiably discriminate against a group.
However, this view overlooks one significant
difference between race or sex and age : all people
eventually change from young to old, while sex or race
(almost always) remain constant. Therefore, if one looks
at the health care that patients are to be given throughout
t heir lives, it may be preferable to focus lifesaving
technologies on the young, rather than on the old, so that
all patients have an increased chance of reaching a
normal life span.

A NEED FOR CHANGE: THE HOSPICE SYSTEM
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of old age as a disease, to be confronted and overcome
through modern medicine and technology . Our
definition of We has become meaningless and narrow,
representing only biological continuance. Perhaps we
should revise the goal of medicine in the care of the
elderly to be the improvement of quality of life, rather
than the extension of life, returning to the idea that there
is a " natural life span " independent of medical
technology and skill.
The hospice system can provide this kind of care; this
system can provide the elderly with the attention and
concern that may not be available in a hospital. The
ational Hospice organization defines a hospice as a
"medically directed multidisciplinary program providing
skilled care of an appropriate nature for terminally ill
patients and their families to live as fully as possible until
the time of death. Hospice care helps relieve symptoms
during the distress (physical, psychological, spiritual,
social, economic) that may occur d u ring the course of
disease, dying, and bereavement."
The hospice represents a return to humanistic
medicine - the view of the patient as person. The
emphasis is on caring for the patient, not fighting a
disease; treating the person who feels the symptoms, not
just the symptoms themselves. A hospice can provide for
the special needs of a dying patient: relief from pain, close
contact with loved ones at all times without strict visiting
hours, and attention to personal and spiritual concerns
rather than expensive life support machinery. Social
workers, counselors, and clergy can help make the patient
and his family feel comfortable in their surroundings and
can provide bereavement support to the family. Finally,
when the time comes, the patient should be allowed the
dignity to die at what ietzsche called "the right time" .

Now may be the time to reconsider our attitudes and
outlook with respect to old age. Society currently thinks
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ACUTE HOSPITAL CARE
AND THE FRAIL ELDERLY
by A. Maria Chung, M.D. & Joel S. Hurwitz, M.D.
INTRODUCTION
lder patients enter acute care hospitals more
frequently, stay longer, and experience more
adverse consequences than younger patients.
Ho pitalization is risky particularly for the very old, ie.,
over the age of 80, as well as the frail elderly. 1 Frailty in
an individual can be defined as an inherent vulnerability
to challenge from the environment. Frailty is more likely
to be seen in the elderly who have a combination of
disea e or functional impairments, that reduce their
capacity to adapt to the stress of acute illness and its
treatment in the hospital. The stress of illness usually
manifests itself first, and most prominently, in the organ
with the least physiologic
re erve - the brain. Thus,
the very old patient who
has been functioning well
in the community may
come into the hospital
with pneumonia and
suddenly
appear
extremely agitated and
confused.
The shift and focus
from studies attempting
to pinpoint a single
disease underlying the
acute illness to a study of
the interaction between
the acute illness and the
individual's
entire
burden of disease and
di ability is one of the
major changes that our
aging population has
brought to the clinical
and research agenda of
medicine.
In older
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patients, acute illness may first present in a vague and
non-specific manner, perhap only by a functional decline
in an unrelated organ system. 2
The experience of some frail older patients in the
acute care hospital might best be thought of as a
"cascade", a process that, once started, proceeds stepwise to its full, seemingly inevitable, conclusion. Often,
despite effective treatment of their acute medical
illnesses, these frail individuals show a decline in their
functional abilities, developing problems as ociated with
confusion, incontinence, etc. One study showed that of 60
functionally independent individuals 75 years or older
admitted to hospital from their home for acute illnesses,
75% were no longer independent on discharge. 3 This
same study found that the most
important
predictors
of
deterioration in independent
functions were:
1)

2)

Older age, especially 85
plus, and
Abnormal mental status.

DEMOGRAPHIC
IMPERATIVES
Among industrialized
countries, Canada's population
is still one of the youngest. We
are aging however, and
currently approximately 11 % of
the population are 65 years or
older. Furthermore, this age
group is increasing at almost
twice the rate of the general
population. The sub-group
aged 85 and over, is the most
rapidly growing segment of the
population. Similar to other
regions
in
Canada,
Southwestern Ontario has an aging population, and by
the year 2001, is expected to have 14% of its population
over 65 years.• This growth rate, however, is relatively
modest, compared with the growth of the elderly
population expected during the first 15 years of the next
century. At this time, the ''baby boom" generation of the
1940's and 1950's will be the elderly population placing
increa ed demands upon the health care system.
The elderly are currently already important u er of
health care. Within acute care hospitals, they account for
between 25 and 30% of patients approximately 40% of
acute care resources. The elderly also account for an
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estimated 1/3 of the days in psychiatric hospitals and
20% of physician services. 5
Despite these figures, only a relatively small number
of the elderly population extensively utilize health
services. Data from Manitoba Longitudinal Study on
Aging" indicates that the great majority of elderly, even
the very elderly, are healthy and infrequently
hospitalized . Less than one-quarter of the elderly are
hospitalized in any given year. Furthermore, only 5% of
the elderly consume almost 2/3 of the hospital days used
by the elderly, in a one year period. With respect to
consultation, the rate at which the elderly are referred to
medical consultants is even lower than the rate of
consultation in the rest of the population. The elderly
also do not overutilize the Emergency Department.
When they do present, they are usually sicker, and more
are in need of admission than are younger patients. 2 '

lATRO GENESIS AND SPECIFIC RISKS OF
HOSPITALIZATIO N
Hospital care, with its increased use of medications,
invasive catheters and lines, diagnostic tests, and
nosocomial infections may be best thought of as a
significant source of physiological stress for the older
patient. In fact, all studies examining the complications
of the medical and surgical treatments in the acute
hospital setting have shown older patients to be at
increased risk for clinical iatrogenesis. 7·9 The term
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" iatrogenic" is derived from the Greek meaning
'iatros' (physician) and 'gennan' (to induce).
A study in the early 1980's found that 36 % of 815
consecutive patients on a general medical service of a
university hospital had an iatrogenic illness. Increased
age, poor physical condition, increased number of drugs,
admission from an institution and increased length of stay
were all noted to be associated factors of iatrogenic illness.8

POLYPHARMACY
Over the last 25 years, many studies have
documented the relatively high rate of adverse drug
reactions (ADR's) as a cause of morbidity in the elderly.
Increased age is well established to be the most important
predictive factor for an ADR in patients admitted to
hospital, and that patients over 70 are seven times more
likely to have an ADR than patients under 30. '0 Managing
the pharmaco-therapy of elderly patients is a significant
and exceedingly important clinical challenge. Rather than
"a pill for every ill", be aware of "an ill from every pill" .

NUTRITIO N
Malnutrition can develop in hospitalized patients of
any age." In the elderly, taste and smell as well as thirst
sensations are decreased, which render them even more
susceptible to inadequate nutrition. Dentition may be
poor. Patients with functional disabilities may be unable
to cope with hospital food containers. Illness can make
appetite vanish. Food may be unpalatable due to special
dietary requirements (eg. no added salt or pureed food).
Patients may be fasting for a variety of tests or
procedures. Drugs, depression, delirium and even
malnutrition itself can exacerbate anorexia. Moreover,
chronically ill elderly may enter hospital with already
borderline nutritional status. Functional disability may
have limited food access or ability to prepare meals prior
to hospitalization.
One way to reduce the incidence of malnutrition in
the elderly is a high index of suspicion. If physicians
suspect that all elderly are not getting adequate nutrition,
the ones that are malnourished are less likely to be
missed. Even obese elderly can be malnourished if they
have been consuming mainly foods high in calories but
low in nutrients (eg. alcohol, canned or frozen foods,
snack items).
Malnutrition can present as weakness, weight loss,
depression or cognitive decline. Physical examination
may detect signs of weight loss, peripheral edema,
glossitis, skin changes. Blood work may reveal low
protein, transferrin or albumin, low folate, vitamin 812
and total lymphocyte count. Daily calorie counts may be
low. Even if they appear adequate, stress and illness can
significantly increase caloric requirements. When
indicated, obtain nutritional consultation and consider
supplementation, even short-term tube feeding to boost
intake. Tube feeding is best done intermittently or at
night so as to minimize the effect on patient mobility. ' 2
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IMMOBILITY

"Teach us to live that we may dread
Unnecessary time in bed
Get people up and we may save
Our patients from an early grave"
Richard Asher 1.J
Immobilization is a major cause of morbidity and
mortality in the hospitalized elderly. Too often, return to
community is delayed long past the resolution of the
presenting complaint by complications of a prolonged
period of bedrest. Consider the following case scenario:
An independent 79-year-old man was admitted to
hospital for an episode of acute pneumonia. He was
confused and agitated. A catheter was placed because of
incontinence of urine. At night, he was restless, so he was
restrained to prevent him removing his catheter and
intravenous line. Ten days later, his pneumonia was
resolved, he was no longer confused, and he was to be
discharged. Unfortunately, he could not ambulate
without assistance, and nursing home placement was
discussed.
Physiological complications of prolonged bedrest are
well-described. Bedrest causes a loss of 10% of muscle
strength per week in young men; one can probably safely
assume this also applies to the elder! y. Other
musculoskeletal consequences of prolonged bedrest
include acceleration of bone loss and the development of
contractures. Other potential complications include
constipation, loss of appetite, malnutrition, decreased
ventilation,
cardiac
deconditioning,
venous
thromboembolism, vasomotor instability, skin
breakdown,
depression
and
urinary
retention/incontinence. Institutionalization is often the
result. l.l3.14.1s
Staff of acute care hospitals can promote dependency
and "learned helplessness" by doing for the elderly what
they could be doing for themselves. Bedrest is often
maintained long past the point of therapeutic usefulness.
Intravenous lines, Foley catheters, sedative drugs,
physical restraints, bedrails, and high hospital beds may
also contribute to immobilizing patients.
A period of bedrest is often quite necessary for an
acutely ill patient. However, the physician and health
care workers must also be aware that maintenance of
function and mobility are important components of
discharge planning. Intravenous lines and Foley
catheters should be discontinued as soon as possible;
restraints should be used with care, if at all. Patients
must be encouraged to ambulate. Physiotherapy should
be consulted early if the patient requires assistance in
ambulation, not the day prior to discharge.
Other complications of bedrest must be treated before
they occur. Administration of sedative/anxiolytic drugs
should be minimized. All patients should be placed on a
bowel care regimen. Prophylaxis for dermatologic
complications should be considered.
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Staff of acute care hospitals must include early
reactivation of the elderly patient in their list of priorities to
prevent complications and decrease length of hospital stay.
URIN ARY INCONTINENCE

New onset of urinary incontinence may occur with
distressing frequency in hospitalized elderly. Although
5-10% of community dwelling elderly are incontinent, the
frequency rises to 20-40% in hospitalized elderly. The
causes are often diverse, and the consequences are many,
including skin breakdown, infections, depression and
institutionalization. ("We can't have Mom home if she is
going to be wetting herself"). Too often, elderly patients
are assumed to be incontinent as a normal part of
growing old. Work-up is poor, and diapering or
indwelling Foley catheters are used instead. This is
unfortunate because most new onset incontinence can be
eliminated or at least modified, and incontinence is
expensive in financial and human terms. 16·17
A history of the incontinence should be determined.
Elderly women often have pelvic floor laxity. Elderly
men often have symptoms of prostatism. Acute illness,
drugs and enforced bedrest with disruption of the
patient's regular compensatory techniques can lead to
new onset of incontinence. Infection, diuretics,
anticholinergics, constipation with fecal impaction,
restricted mobility and access to bathroom facilities, or
acute delirium are all potentially reversible causes of
incontinence.
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Work-up may include a rectal and pelvic
examination, neurologic exam and mental status testing.
Blood work should include calcium, gluco e, electrolytes
and renal function. Urinalysis, urine C+S and post-void
residual should be done.
Urinary retention should be managed with in-andout catheterization rather than indwelling Foley to
minimize infection risks. Bethanecol in small doses may
help improve bladder tone. Prazosin may help by
decreasing sphincter tone.
Detrusor instability may respond to bladder
retraining with frequent toileting as well as
anticholinergic agents such as Oxybutynin. Drugs should
be used cautiously because of the potential for side
effects.
Foley catheters are not the treatment of choice for
incontinence. Use of catheters can lead to urosepsis,
restricts patient mobility and can cause trauma. Catheters
are appropriate for the following situations: 1) cases of
overflow incontinence when in-and-out catheterization is
not acceptable, 2) for the protection of skin in the case of
decubiti, 3) for medical monitoring of fluid balance if
accurate volumes are necessary. Catheters may also be
used in palliative care situations when frequent toileting
or changes of continence products would be
uncomfortable.
Often the cause of incontinence is purely functional
and the frequency can be decreased by improved access
to toileting facilities.

PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE

Today's medical schools are gradually adjusting their
curriculum to include material on aging and the physical
and psychosocial consequences of aging in order to
respond to growing community need. Other health care
professionals have already done so. 18•19 Internal Medicine
residency training programmes are slower to increase
their content of Geriatric Medicine. Often, physicians
believe that regular contact with elderly patients should
suffice. In the words of one Geriatrician, "A Cardiologist
once remarked that most patients were over 65, so he
thought that this familiarity made Geriatric consultation
superfluous. The folly of this argument is highlighted by
responding that since each patient has a heart, a
Geriatrician's familiarity with this organ makes
cardiology supernumerary" .20
All trainees who will be coming into contact with
the elderly should receive specific training in the
recognition of altered disease presentation in the
elderly, pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of
aging, the difference between physiologic changes of
aging and diseases associated with aging, the value of
multidisciplinary team management of the frail elderly,
and the importance of a thorough medical, psychosocial
and functional assessment. Trainees should be able to
feel comfortable with recognition and management of
common geriatric conditions such as incontinence,
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dementia, falling, decreased mobility and failure to
thrive. Above all, trainees should be encouraged to
develop an attitude towards care of the elderly that is
optimistic as opposed to pessimistic. The frail elderly
are a satisfying and challenging patient population to
treat, and should not be designated as uninteresting,
not worthy of attention ("non-teaching") or "bedblockers" .
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SOUTHWESTERN ONTARIO
REGIONAL GERIATRIC PROGRAM
By Mary E. Bawden, RN, MSc(N).
INTRODUCTION

EDUCATION

he Southwestern Ontario Regional Geriatric
Program (RGP) is one of five such programs in the
province that is funded by the Ministry of Health.
The geographic catchment area for this RGP consists of
the ten counties of Southwestern Ontario, extending as far
west as Windsor and as far north as the Bruce peninsula .
Because of the magnitude of the region and limited
resources, initial efforts will be focused on the three
counties of the Thames Valley district -Oxford, Elgin, and
Middlesex. Efforts are ongoing to secure additional
funding to support program expansion.
The overall goal of the program is to ensure the
provision of the most
effective and appropriate
care for the region ' s frail
elderly. This goal will be
achieved through the
mandated activities of
education, consultation,
service,
and
research/ evaluation.
These broad mandates
will be carried out by the
two
interdisciplinary
outreach
teams,
a
continence outreach team,
and an acute inpatient
geriatric assessment unit,
which will also be staffed by
an interdisciplinary team.
The continence outreach
team consists of two nurse clinicians with advanced skills
in a sessing and managing urinary incontinence. The
interdisciplinary teams are composed of health
professionals representing the disciplines of nursing,
social wo r k, occupational therapy, physiotherapy,
psychology and geriatric medicine, and they have skills in
managing the multiple complex needs of the frail elderly.

Due to the vastness of the geography and the limited
per onnel resources, most efforts and re ources will be
focu ed on the education mandate. This educational
focus will consist of formal and informal opportunities to
address identified needs of health care professionals,
informal caregivers, as well as Health Science students.
Our goal in this area is to improve the skills of caregivers
in both assessing and determining appropriate
interventions in the care of the frail elderly.
The opportunity to observe different levels of skill
and expertise, when visiting institutions and community
agencies, enables more accurate identification of the
learning needs for
particular groups .
This will have
important implications for meeting
with administrative
staff and other
educators to engage
in mutual planning
for appropriate educational programs
that are designed to
improve the skills of
professional caregivers.
One example of
an educational program involves the
continence outreach
team. Currently, this team is working with branches of
the Victorian Order of urses in Woodstock and St.
Thomas in devel-oping an agency-based continence
program. This development involves the provision of an
educational program for developing two levels of skills:
first, general upgrading of assessment skills for all nurses
within the agency; second, development of one or two
agency nurses with advanced skills in the assessment and
management of urinary incontinence and the problems
associated with it.

T
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CONSULTATION

Consultative services will include advice on both
program planning and local resource development. As
well, telephone consultation is available for both
individual client issues and problem-specific or
institution-specific aspects of care.
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The regional Geriatric Assessment Unit, to be located at St.
Joseph's Health Centre, is also an essential part of the RGP. This
will be a 14-bed acute care program that is designed to provide
comprehensive assessment and intervention by an
interdisciplinary team. It is anticipated that the unit will be
operational in 1993.
Referrals of individual clients to the outreach team have been
generated by a variety of health care professionals and informal
caregivers who may refer directly to the RGP. However, the
family physician should have a critical role in the referral
whenever possible. The RGP is essentially a tertiary consultative
program rather than a primary care service .
Any
r ecommendations resulting from assessments will be
communicated to family physicians and other health care
professionals for implementation. Since late fall of 1992, the two
outreach teams and the continence outreach team have been
receiving increasing numbers of referrals and consultations.
These requests have come largely from community hospitals,
family physicians in out-lying areas, particularly Oxford and
western Middlesex counties, as well as some community home
care programs. Each of the two outreach teams has assumed
re s ponsibility for particular institutions as requests for
consultations and referrals of clients are reviewed.
The criteria for referral are not fixed, but they are often
defined as any problem that is identified as difficult to assess or
slow to resolve with a particular client. Identifying specific
criteria for referral has been avoided because the experience and
skill level of the various clinicians, whether nurses, rehabilitation
staff, or physicians, varies widely in the area of geriatric care.
A comprehensive assessment by the RGP team usually
indicates that a particular client's problems are more complex
than suggested by the initial assessment from the referring
source. The problems encountered are often complex and multidimensional and include issues related to iatrogenesis,
polypharmacy, nutrition, mobility, incontinence, communication,
cognition, risk behaviours, and caregiver stress. As a result,
clients are usually assessed by several members of the
interdisciplinary team who then make recommendations and
communicate these to the caregivers and the family physician.
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RESEARCHJEV ALUATION

The mandate for evaluation and research cannot be
underscored too heavily. All major activities of the RGP are
subjected to measurement by the program evaluator using an
adapted program logic model of evaluation. In the area of
research, recommendations for client care reflect research-based
practice. In the future, the RGP team hopes to be able to propose
innovative interventions for particular problems which can then
be tested for efficacy - thus contributing to new knowledge in
geriatric care.
To date, those agencies with which the outreach teams have
been regularly involved are responding enthusiastically to this
type of consultative approach. It is encouraging to note the
number of caregivers who are not only concerned about the
elderly but who also recognize some of the short-comings in
geriatric care and want to make a positive impact.
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TEACHING AND LEARNING:
A PERSONAL VIEW
by W.C. McMurray, PhD.
s I cycled to my job at the University this morning,
I reflected upon its former glory when I graduated
40 years ago. I surveyed the elegant drive and
bridge, more congested and line with residences now, but
otherwise unspoiled by improvement, The gloriou s
sweep of "the hill" crowned by the gothic beauty of
University College tower is now somewhat crow d with
modern addenda, but the squared atural Sciences
Building remains much as it was in those halcyon days of
my youth. Pedalling that last stretch I recalled our tiny
population in the 50's-no more than that of a modern
collegiate (2300 as I remember), including the affiliated
colleges. Nonetheless, we had world-class athletes like
the McFarlane brothers, and world-class medical
scientists who had an impact disproportionate to
Western's size.
In those days when I, an innocent Chemistry and
Physics grad, was learning the intricacies of the human
body, we were taught by giants. There was of course, our
redoubtable Dean, J.B. Collip, who had shared in the
glory of insulin with McLeod, Banting, and Be t, and
went on to isolate other polypeptide hormones, including
parathormone and ACTH. There was al o the
marvellously crusty, eccentric, Emeritus Professor, C.C.
Macklin, who first described the role of
"pneumonocytyes" in generating natural lung
surfactants. He had a more lasting influence upon me
than the reticent JB, because he was such a marvel as a
talker and thinker, as much interested in Spinoza as he
was in Biology. I spent several unforgettable afternoons
in his chaotic office, talking about carcinogenesis and
chemistry, philosophy and co mic consciousness.
Once committed to PhD studies, I was deeply
affected by three outstanding teachers, different as night
from day, but superb each in his own way. Murray Barr,
who was polished, organized, and enthusiastic, conveyed
a clear, uncluttered picture of the complexities of neural
structures in relation to function. He later also conveyed
much wisdom to me about brain development when I
followed an interest in mental retardation. Alan Burton,
wildly exuberant, imaginative, made me think more than
any of my other mentors. Some years after, when I was a
young faculty member aero s the hall, he used to consult
me regularly about ATP and other exotica of biochemical
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thermodynamics. As I lectured to medical students he
took time to eavesdrop in the corridor, coming in at the
end to comment on my inaudibility, or the illegibility of
board scribblings from the back of the room. Finally,
there was Roger Rossiter, my own supervisor and
guiding light of many years, who presented blood
chemistry or liver function in the Socratic manner of
rotational participation by the audience. Woe betide the
sleeper in his class! Years later, as Vice-President of the
University, Roger continued to teach medical
biochemistry with great verve until his untimely death.
I learned something different from each of these
mentors, about pedagogy, and about the importance of
teaching. Though they differed so markedly in
personality, in subject interests and in classroom styles,
they shared one thing-they impressed upon me as a
neophyte respect and dedication, as much for the
transmission, as for the generation of the medical
sciences. They were exceptional scientific researchers,
again each in a distinctive fashion. Murray Barr,
discoverer of sex chromatin; Alan Burton, expert in the
microcirculation; Roger Rossiter, pioneer in chemistry
and metabolism of the nervous system. evertheless,
they were also equally exceptional teachers of young
medical scientists and medical students. Each displayed
an enthusiasm for this subject, born of the conviction that
each had a commitment to pass along the best from the
present cultural generation to the next. They were better
teachers for being outstanding researchers, and I would
like to think the converse was true as well. It certainly
turned out to be that way for me!
Later, when I had completed post-doctoral work at a
"teaching-free" research position in Saskatoon at a similar
laboratory mandated to study cancer research. I had no
contractual obligation to teach, though I was encouraged
to participate by my boss, the late Bob Begg, who
subsequently became Dean of Medicine, and thereafter
President of the University of Saskatchewan. In addition
to his position as Director of the Cancer Research
Laboratory, Bob undertook to teach pathology to the
medical students. Following his example, I approached
Charles McArthur, Head of the Department of
Biochemistry, to see if I could also assist with the teaching
program. By a stroke of luck, there was a curricular gap in
the instruction of protein and amino acid metabolism .
Because I also had a gap in my knowledge of this special
area (I was a mitochondriac, with lipids and
neurochemistry as my special interests) I had to learn the
subject along with my students, struggling often to keep
ahead of them. This experience taught me that there was
little in the biochemistry field that I could not teach, given
the will and effort. A recognition that coming to the
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subject afresh can yield the best performance prompted
me to scrap my notes after each round of clas es, rather
than rely on previous experiences of other years.
My new interest in amino acid metabolism brought
an immediate application and highly unexpected payoff
shortly after, when I received a Research Professorship
from the Junior Red Cross for studies in mental
retarda tion at London's newly established Children's
P ychia tric Re earch Institute. This in titute was
origina lly slated to be called Psychiatric Research
Institu te for Children until someo ne noticed the
unfortunate acronym on draft letter-head! I immediately
set up a laboratory in the kitchen of the old Bech
Sanato rium Building, and started to screen the
children's urine samples for amino acids, indoles, keto
acid , and other abnormal con tituents that might herald
the presence of metabolic disease. I believe that case
number 43 (our of many thousands) lit up the
chroma togram with a huge amount of the amino acid
citrulline (known to all medical students for its role in
the dreaded Krebs urea cycle). This was the first
reported case of the inborn error of metabolism
hypercitrullinemia, and served as the thesis topic for my
fir t PhD student, Fazl Mohyuddin. Had my interests in
thi field not been so aroused by the early morning
lectures I gave to medical students, I seriously doubt
that I would have developed this research project so
readily, if at all!
Another happy outcome from this chance discovery
was my introduction to exceptional clinicians, such as
Don Zarfas, Howard Valentine, and especially John
Rathbun. John was at that time Head of Paediatrics,
Directory of War Memorial Children's Hospital, and a
very busy clinical scientist, practitioner, and teacher.
Some years previously he had discovered the inherited
bone disease, hypophosphata sia, and he eagerly
collaborated with us on the hypercitrullinemia studies.
Our patient excreted in his urine large amounts of
citrulline, and amino acid previously found abundantly
in nature only in the watermelon (Citrullus Vulgaris). Fazl
Mohyuddin and I succeeded in isolating gram quantities
of the cupric sal t of citrulline from both sources, a
happenstance which led John to suggest
"watermelonuria" as the name for the syndrome (as well
as to many watermelon parties in the laboratory!) .
Despite his several hats, John always had time for Fazl
and me, and I developed an abiding interest in medicine
from him; in turn, John shared my enthusiasm for
biochemical genetics. Together we taught in a series of
lectures he had conceived as "diagonal" teaching of the
basic and clinical sciences to fourth year paediatric
students. After several joint sessions on phenylketonuria,
galactosaemia, and the like, I asked John to reciprocate
the favour for me in a clas for first year biochemistry
students. He agree, with the stipulation that we reverse
roles; he would do the biochemistry for variety, and I the
clinical work-up. Somehow we pulled off this charade
successfu lly, with John tossing off formulae and
reactio ns with aplomb! One student, obviously
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impressed by the chemical legerdemain, and noting the
stethoscope projecting from John's pocket, asked him
with a look of incredulity: "Are you a real doctor?" I
believe that I absorbed more from John about clinical
medicine, and the true integration of teaching, learning,
and investigation than from any books on the subject.
Last year the Association of Universities and colleges
of Canada commissioned Dr. Stuart Smith to examine
our higher education system. The Smith Report sized up
the relationship between teaching and learning in
Canadian Universities as being unbalanced, with undue
emphasis upon research publication in hiring, tenure,
and promotion decisions. The report perceived that
teaching effort and performance had minimal impact
upon faculty career success. While there may be
attitudi nal bias in other areas, I do not see it as an
important factor in affecting either the enthusiasm for, or
the quality of, teaching by my fellow biochemists .
Admittedly we do not have the heavy undergraduate
crush of our colleagues in the Arts and Humanities, but
virtually all of the 25 Faculty members in our department
are motivated to take their teaching effort very seriously
indeed. Some instructors are by nature more gifted classroom performers, but almost all strive to perform to the
best of their ability.
From the time that I was a student of science I have
felt that there is no more honourable profession than that
of teacher; to be at one and the same time, a scientist and
a teacher, is to me the highest of attainments. The very
best scientists (the most original and creative, not simply
the most published) are always the very best teachers in
the sense of imparting life-long impact, not only of
knowledge but of values as well. This long term effect
has less to do with classroom "performance" than with
the qualities of the mind.
The Smith Report is a sorry and probably distorted
view of present University scholarship; the Report's
recommended remedies would prove disastrous for the
future fate of our Institutions of higher learning. To
redress the perceived " imbalance" the Report
recommends that faculty on hiring be given the option of
whether they should be evaluated for promotion based
upon ei ther research or teaching. Such a deliberately
structured dichotomy would exacerbate any existing
divisions of emphasis and create two separate classes of
faculty; those who do, and those who can't do and
therefore teach. I can think of no surer way to drive a
wedge into the scholarship conundrum!
I recognize only too well the pitfalls for young
scientists embarking today upon their University careers.
Can they remain strongly committed to the teaching
function an maintain their research effort in the face of
mounting competition for scarce research funds? My
observations lead me to optimism, provided we, the
senior members and the administration, show the
proper way by example, and maintain the environment
with resources necessary for these young scientists to

Continued on page 97 . ..
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CHILDHOOD MEMORY &
INFANTILE AMNESIA
fly David L. Saffer, BSc.

INTRODUCfiO N
evelopmental issues in memory refer to changes in
memory performance over time. One general
finding is that older children typically perform
better than younger ones. While the facts are pervasive,
no one theory accounts for all the data well. There are at
least four theoretical approaches to this puzzle. These can
be labeled: (i) Hard wiring, (ii) Learned strategies, (iii)
Metamemory knowledge, and (iv) Content knowledge.
Interestingly, each of these theories can be used to explain
the second robust finding of developmental memory
research - infantile amnesia or the inability to recall
events in one's life before the age of three. Depending on
which theory you adopt, will lead you to either accept or
reject claims that one can rediscover their ealiest
memories.

D

THEO RIES O F MEMORY
The hard wiring or "basic capacity" approach refers to
the development of the neuro-substrate of memory.
Here, the arguments take the following form: Brain
structures implicated as critical to adult memory function
(e.g., hippocampal and mamilliary bodies and neuron
myelanation) are not fully developed in young children.
Consequently, children's memory processes work "more
slowly" or "differently" than in adults. Researchers using
the Sternberg erial scanning ta k and other tasks uch as
rate of speed in face identication, have reliably
demonstrated that as children mature their scanning
speed advances. Consequently, this theory would argue
that adults cannot remember events well from when they
were between three and five years of age and not all
before three years of age because the neural structures of
the memory traces either no longer exist, or ha e been
over-written through subsequent brain development.
While this type of theory neatly ties together
neuological and psychological findings, it does not seem
to reflect the real-world evidence supplied by parents
observing their children. Typically, parents claim their
young children have incredible memories! So, as uming
a different mode of memory functioning exists for young
children than for older children or adults seems
awkward or nonparsimonious
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A related theory, that of learned strategies, straddles
the fence between neurological and experiential factors.
The arguments from the e nature-nuture interactionists
typically work like this: Children six years of age or
younger do not automatically use memory strategies such
as rehearsal, organization or elaboration. Yet, these arne
children can be taught how to use these types of
strategies and will benefit from their use.
evertheless,
their performance will not be enhanced to the same extent
as older children. As well, young children will not apply
these strategies to related situations. In other words,
memory strategies are available to young children, but
they are not accessed automatically. Yet, if children are
not using strategies that would help them in everyday
life, they may not know how or why these strategies
would help . A theory based on a developing
"metamemory" may help put the e findings in a more
solid framework.
One of the delightful experiences working with
healthy young children is their modesty. For example,
many five year olds will claim to have perfect memories.
The experimental facts, on the other hand, prove that this
is not the case and suggest that children have a rather
poor sense of their memory processes or of
"metamemory."
Some theorists argue that as children come to learn
more about their interaction with the world, their
metamemory skills develop and subsequently, their
memory performance improves. The six year old and
four year old may be equally excited about playing
baseball tomorrow at school. However, the six year old
will likely leave her ba eball mit by the door before she
goes to sleep, while the four year really hopes that he will
remember it. Medical students reading elegant passages
of neurology text will likely stop and go back to the
beginning of a passage if their mind happens to wander.
They go back instead of continuing on because they
realize that they will otherwise have trouble
understanding and subsequently remembering the
material.
Metamemory theories are especially relevant for
education and cognitive development work with
mentally challenged children. The rationale is that once
children come to understand how they can better
remember things, then they begin to perform better on
memory tests both in the laboratory and in the real world.
So, if children can be helped along the way to
understanding how their memory works, then their
actual memory performance or learning will improve.
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Finally, this brief article converges on one particular
theory which argues that children's memory development
is co-dependent on their knowledge of the world. This
content knowledge approach maintains that as children
experience the world, their mental network of associations
grows. If a particular topic area is as "fully associated" for
younger children as for older children, then there should be
no differences in memory performance. This seems to be
the case in memory for dose relatives and teachers' names.
Imagine comparing memory performance of ten year olds
and adults on two different tasks: digit span and chess
positions. M.T.H. Chi performed just such an experiment
and found that adults performed significantly better on the
digit span task, but those ten year-old chess club players
did far better on the chess position memory task!
The psychoanalytic approach to recreating
associations that would have been prevelant in early
childhood thus appears to be well-suited for retrieval of
these lost memories.

Teaching and Learning
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succeed . This environment presupposes recruitment of
creative people with the clear and proven ability to
compete for grant support; it demands also some
protection in early years to allow for establishment and
maturation of research programs; it requires proper
evaluation of all their academic contributions, rather
than mindless counting of publications or reaching
hours . Finally, we need to emphasize, for young
investigators, the very great potential rewards from
teaching back to research, as well as the reverse.
Rather than to divide in order to conquer the
problem of two perceived conflicting goals, we have the
duty to re-examine and reconcile warp and woof of new
learning with transmitted learning in the whole cloth of
scholarship. If we fail in this duty we will leave, in place
of the scholarly University, a Multi-versity of
fragmented, glorified collegiates and research institutes
pursuing divergent goals. I trus t we may find the
wisdom to build upon our strengths rather than pand er
to weaknesses that may separate and trivialize us. Let us
hope that future generations of students can say as I did,
"we were taught by giants."

ew Jersey: Erlbaum & Associates; pp. 73-96 (1978).
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IMPORTANT ASPECTS OF THE
ADOLESCENT MEDICAL VISIT
by Diane Sacks, MD

INTRODUCTIO N
here are a number of issues in the medical visit
specific to adolescents. Some of these isssues relate
to the concern for detecting certain precursors of
adult morbidity and mortality (e.g. smoking, obesity,
hypertension). Other issues relate to the detection of
existing disease and to the identification of th "new
morbities" such as sexually transmitted diseases (STD's),
substance abuse, consequences of violence, and so forth.
Regardless of the specific medical concerns, discu sion of
these issues with the adolescent must take into account
emerging but as yet unachieved independence from
parents, a shaky and easily damaged body image, and an
ever-changing self-identity associated with a group of
adolescent peers who are not patients but who may affect
the patient's treatment. This approach must be tailored to
the individual patient- especially for anxious and
sometimes confused parents.
For those providing care to adolescents, the annual
health exam is an important opportunity to establish a
relationship with the youth. This exam gi es the
physician a chance to stress that he/she is the
adolescent's doctor and that any question may be asked.
Of course, the parents need to be told this also.
Adolescents come in for pre-camp, pre-sports, pre-op,
and pre-job physicals . These "pre" visits are an
opportunity to explain what medicine is about today; not
preaching, but prevention.
An excellent review of health assessment exams was
carried out by Marks and Fisher in 1987_1 In 1985 the
American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) published its
Guidelines for Health Supervision which offered detailed
suggestions for an adolescent's medical visit. 2

T

IDGHLIGHTS OF THE AD LOSCENT'S MEDICAL
ASSESSMENT
Initially, an update of immunizations is in order, by
history or if necessary by lab testing. Current
recommendations suggest that if a questionable history is
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obtained, then immunization or serologic testing should be
given serious consideration. This consideration is
particularly important for measles, mumps, and rubella
where there are significant numbers of susceptible
adolescents.
In adolescents of appropriate weight, eliciting a detailed
diet history is probably not indicated. However,
obtaining a history about attitudes toward food and body
image may pick up those with a high potential for eating
disorders.
A complete menstrual history should be obtained, if for
no other reason than to emphasize to the youngster the
import-ance of her knowing and being able to discuss this
with her physician, now and in the future. If a history is
obtained of dysfunctional uterine bleeding, sexual
activity, secondary amenorrhea, primary amenorrhea (not
consistent with normal developmental patterns), or
significant vaginal discharge, then a pelvic exam may be
indicated. Urethral cultures from sexually acitve
asymptomatic males are not recommended unless a
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history of infectious contact is obtained. Cultures are
recommended if complaints of urethral discharge or
dysuria exist.
Although routine digital rectal exams are not
necessary, certainly inspection of the perianal area for
fissures, tags, or fistulas should be done to look for early
signs of inflammatory disease. This exam is especially
important in the homosexual adolescent. As well, signs of
sexual abuse may b eevident on this perianal inspection.
The pre-sports exam should include a specific
maturational and musculoskeletal assessment to prevent
injuries due to playing an inappropriate sport or an
inappropriate age group. A single blood pressure reading
in adolescents is generally no more useful than a single
measurement of height in an infant. Plotting pressures
over time may be more predictive of future problems.
Normal values have been published.'
In addition to aspects of history and physical exam,
certain tests may need to be done. Screening tests need to
be individualized. Needless testing is not only
uncomfortable for the adolescent but is also
unconscionable given current financial restraints.
However, specific adolescents need specific lab tests. If
the history includes signs and symptoms of chest pain,
fainting spells, or abnormal heart rates, then a chest x-ray,
ECG, and stress test may be warranted. Sexually active
adolescents (hetero- or homosexual), some substanceabusing adolescents, adolescents with a significant family
history of cardiovascular disease, and adolescents about
to undergo surgery are all adoloscent patients who
require certain tests. In addition to specific screening
tests, urinalysis should be performed in sexually active
patients to determine the presence or absence of
leukocytes-an indicator of possible urinary tract
infections such as asymptomatic urethritis.
Other important aspects of the physical exam include
the dermatologic and ophthalmologic exams. Recently,
the need to follow hyperpigmented
skin lesions has been
3
emphasized by dermatologists. Since myopia is common
in adolescents, a visual screening test is useful to
determine if an ophthalmologic referral is warranted.
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not his/her problems are being considered.
Third, the best way to remain "non-judgemen tal"
about a patient is to interview and respond to the
adolescent using sound medical facts (whenever
possible).
Fourth, questions about sexual or physical abuse, for
example, should not be avoided because they are anxietyprovoking for the physician. The physician should avoid
becoming a parent substitute for a need adolescent
patient. Being both a health care professional and a
"pseudo-parent" is difficult if not unethical. On the other
hand, doctors more readily establish rapport if they like
their adolescent patients.
Finally, physicians should understand the decisionmaking process at the adolescent's developmental level
and help the adolescent with problem clarification at this
level. Adolescents require time to relax and feel
comfortable with the physician. Physicians are advised to
schedule older children and adolescents at a time
separate from small infants and tots. This type of
scheduling may make follow-up appointments necessary
to complete the physical exam or to continue a discussion
of the adolescent's concerns. The patient will return if an
explanation for the return visit is given. Because of
physical or time constraints on the practioner, patients
may need to be referred. A referral to a clinic better suited
to perform pelvic examinations, for example, is perfectly
acceptable if communication can be maintained between
the patient, clinic, and physician.

COMMUNICATIO N WITH THE ADO LESCENT

What considerations should a practitioner have in
mind to improve communication with his/her adolescent
patients? First, the new patient-doctor relationship needs
to be explained to the youngster and the parent(s). This
explanation should include a discussion of confidentiality
and its limits in practice.
Second, the physician must understand the
adolescent's language and vice versa. Always ensure
correct interpretation of a word, term, or phrase.
Terminology that the physician uses should be
comfortable for him and comprehensible to the patient.
Nonverbal messages given by the adolescent may yield
clues to important concerns. Nonverbal messages given
by the doctor (e.g. allowing many interruptions), may
provide information to the adolescent as to whether or
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COMPLIAN CE
Improving communication with the adolescent
patient also improves compliance. Some ad d itional
factors should be mentioned in this regard; specifically,
those factors which are germaine to adolo cents.5
Some barriers to compliance with medical regimes
may be practical ones, such as medication expense, or
lack of privacy for the adolescent to keep or take the
medicine. Asking an adolescent to take something during
school hours may be overly-threatening to the
adolescent's elf-esteem. egotiating the system and the
pharmacy is not an easy task for adolescents . The
physician or nurse may have to deal with the pecific
issue of when the adolescent should take a preparation.
Linking the taking of medicine to another behaviour such
as tooth brushing, for example, may facilitate compliance.
The issue of body image anxiety must not be ignored
with any medication prescribed for adolescents. If they fear
that a medication will make them fat or hirsute,
adolescents will probably not take it. Doctors must be
aware of lay concerns over certian medicines and address
these issues . Dispelling myths where indicated is
important. ot addres ing these myths may inad ertently
suggest that they are true and lead to the adolescent failing
to comply with instructions. Furthermore, all potential side
effects should be explained. The presentation of a likely (or
unlikely) but unexpected side effect will surely lead to
failure of the patient to comply.
Concrete thinking and inability to ev aluate
consequences is present to some degree in early and middle
adolescence. In these patients, specific examples are often
helpful in order to thought fully expo e patients to their
rationalization processes, ultimately designed for the
avoidance of health-promoting behaviours. In dealing with

STD's or contraception, the issues of guilt, denial of one's
sexuality, and invulnerability all must be openly addressed.
Adolescents should be given control over some
aspects of the medical regime. This could be in deciding
the type or frequency of medications, if that is pos ible. If
this flexibility is not possible, the adolescent might
participate by monitoring his/ her intake on the calender.
Increased supervision either by frequent visits or by
phone calls improves compliance. The adolescent should
have an easily accessible contact per on to call if
questions about the medicine or regime arise.
Last, the psychologic costs to an adolescent of taking
advice or medicine should not be underestimated . Some
failures should be expected and the rea ons for the m
explored with the adole cent. This willingness to engage
in di cussion with the adolescent may in itself lead to
better compliance in the future and to the physician's
better understanding of his / her patient.
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Academy of Pediatrics: Committee 011 tire Psyclrosocial Aspects of Child
and Family Health; 1985.
Weinstock MA. Cu taneous melanoma in women associa ted witlr sun
exposure under 20 years of age. Pediatrics 84:199-204 (1989) .
Task Force on Blood Pressure Control in Children . Pediatrics 79:1-25
(1987).
Freedman IM & Litt I. Adolescents and compliance with therapeutic
regimes. f. Ado/. Health Care 8:52-67 (1987).

. . . from page 83
Western's New Dean
An interview with Dr. Robert M cMurtry

Mantle: How do you feel about that?
McMurtry: It all depends on how it's administered. If
the system disadvantages the most popular gov mment
program ever created, which is also th e most
competitive health care system in the world, and
because of which the United Nations rates Canada as the
best country in the world to live in, the public will not
put up with it. In point of fact, it may not seem it, but
the government is proceeding very cautiously. The very
core of what is a Canadian relates to the health care
system. We define ourselves by that program. If there's
going to be capricious behaviour and administrative fiat,
they're vulnerable. Could they damage the system? Yes.
But, but let's hope it won't happen. What we must
realize is that we have a crisis of affordability. Change
and reform are inevitable. Our responsibility is to do our
part to ensure that progressive change prevails.

REFERENCES
lllich, ID. M edical Nemesis: Tire expropriation of healt/1 ., Londo11, Calder &
Boyars. (1975) .
Park, E. Fink, A, Brook, R, et a/. Physician rati11gs of appropriate indications
for three procedures . A merican journal of Public Hea lth 79(4):445 -447
(1989).
Patel, VL, Groen Gf and Norman GR. Effects of conven tional vs. problembased medical curricula 011 problem solving. Acad M ed 66(7):380-389 (1991).
Wennberg, fA . AHCPR and the strategy fo r /rea ltlr care reform. Health -AffMilwood 11(4):67-71 winter (1992).
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STITCHES

IN

TIME
by W. David Colby, MD.

J J Why

on ARTH wou ld you EVER do that? " The
Staff Physician's Scottish brogue grated on my
nerves like sandpaper on the eyeballs. It was Ward
Rounds a thou and years ago in Toronto. At about 8:03
am I was explaining why one of the Physician's patients
had an order for Pyridium. This was not going well.
Still, it wasn't half as strange as trying to rationalize why I
was even bothering to defend a perfectly logical course of
action after a very busy night on-call. Besides, my
reasoning was till asleep back in the Clinical Clerk on
call room.
"Mr. S. has been complaining of dysuria for a few
day now. Physical examination is negative, there are no
crystals or pus cells in the urine, urethral and urine
cultures are negative and the fVP last week showed no
stones. I thought that pyridium might make him feel
better".
' onsen e!" growled the Doctor. "Take him off that
this instant". "Sure. How should I have managed him?"
"Well, I SARtainly wouldn't put him on Pyridium!"
That was the whole explanation. The subject was
changed. obody on the team laughed or even smirked,
as it wasn't that kind of service. This cardiology service
actually has an active Veteran's Association to provide
counselling and support. The survivors meet yearly to
show off their psychological scars to each other. It was
put dead last as a rotation choice by every clinical clerk in
the hospital except one, who also thought that renal
pathology made entertaining reading.
The trainees were fearful and miserable from the first
day on the service. One Staff Physician was about seven
feet tall and strode so fast that the team looked like a pack
of joggers in lab coats trying to keep up. Another was a
reasonable man until I drifted off to sleep in mid sentence
while standing and presenting a patient history. The third
Physician was a little guy with a volatile temper and the
tenacity of a pit bull. The Fourth Cardiologist, was, well,
difficult compared to the others.
The next patient had cerebrocortical impairment
which led to a rousing d ebate over the diagn osis and
definition of dementia versus de lirium versus
encephalopathy. Since I had recently finished a month on
psychiatry, I though t I was standing on solid ground.
Unfortunately, our teacher did not agree at all with our
definitions, and was definitely becoming exasperated
with us.

I gue s in retrospect that refuting the Staff Physician's
ca e definitions by quoting from Kaplan's
Comprehensive Textbook of Psychiatry was unwise. I
ju t couldn't resist contributing to the spirit of
confrontation established earlier. Even more surprising
was the rapid and profound change in ambience which
followed, sort of like walking out of a glass factory in
midsummer. It may be 95 in the shade, but you still
shiver after the sudden drop to 35°. I hate it when that
happens.
After a short grimace the screaming began, starting
with insults about (and to) my knowledge and
intelligence, but then turning personal. I remember
trying to remain expressionless, all the while trying to
resist suggesting to the Staff Physician that she perform
an anatomically impossible act, but I must have been
white-knuckling. Suddenly, Sam, the extern from Egypt,
leaped in front of me and grabbed me by both wrists.
"Don't do it, Boss!," he shouted. "If you deck her,
you're through as a doctor! You've got your whole life
ahead of you!", he screamed. The patients in the hall
gasped. The nurses stared in silence. My own colleagues
looked like they had been caught trying to ignite a fart.
one of these, however, looked quite as impressed as the
Physician. She had stopped in mid-epithet, and had
turned decidedly pale.
"That's ok Sam. I'm in control.", I muttered.
"Are you sure?", he pleaded.
''Yes." He relaxed his grip. I had never been out of
control, actually. But Sam had created in the Consultant's
mind the distinct impression that she had been goading
none other than a 100 percent bona fide psycho who was
now on the verge of violent decompensation! "At last!", I
thought. "An opportunity for some empowerment!"
I did my best to cultivate that forced, slightly wideeyed look of a Vietnam-deranged Green Beret about to
frag somebody. As I allowed my lips to curl into a slight
menacing smile, the team stood in silence trying to avoid
any eye contacts.
At this time a clinical clerk from a nother service
rounded the corner and mistook our anxious little coterie
for a group of happy campers not doing anything in
particular.
"Hi, Dave!", he chirped. "Do you think I should sign
up for a cardiology rotation?"
"Why on ARTH would you EVER do that?", I cried
out in a loud hiss.

°
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THINKING

ON

YOUR

FEET

"Thinking On Your Feet" is an exercise d esigned to test your clinical decision-making skills based on a case
presentation. Below is an exciting patient history with physical examination and laboratory results. Answers may be
found on page 105 or within the case itself. Although this section is called "Thinking On Your Feet," thinking is
acceptable in any position. Answer the questions in sequence. Please do not peek at the answers prematurely- this
would not be ethical. Compare your responses with those of the case presenter. Award yourself one point for each
match.
Scoring:
85-100%
72-84%
59-71%
40-58%
0-39%

Excellent. Patient is recovering nicely;
Strong Work. Patient is recovering-minor complications;
Good Eye. Patient likely to survive-some disfigurement;
Fair. Patient requires critical care & close monitoring;
Uh-Oh. Red alert-emergency crisis-check A-B-C's.

PUBERTY IN A SIX YEAR OLD BOY
A six year old boy was seen in the outpatient
department because of changes of puberty which were
first noted by his partents five months previously.
Initially he was noted to have acne and oily skin on his
face, upper back and chest and also body odor. Amonth
later his parents noticed that his voice had deepened and
that he had pubic hair which has increased in amount
ever since. He has no facial or axillary hair. The parents
have also noticed a growth spurt with an apparent
increase in height of 2.5 inches during the previous six
months. His past history is unremarkable; in particular
his growth has been normal until recently.

1. In review of systems, questions relating to
which system w ould be the most important?
2. What specific family history do you want to
ask?
On physical examination his height was 117.4 em
which is just below the 75th percentile and his weight
was 26.9 kg which is on the 97th percentile. His voice was
deeper than normal. Pulse 88. Blood pressu re 80/50.
There was significant acne over the forehead and upper
back. There was no facial or axillary hair. Chest clear.
Heart sounds normal with no murmur. The abdomen was
obese but no masses could be palpated on careful
examination. Genital examination: pubic hair Tanner
stage III, stretched penile length 9 em (normal 4.2 -7.8),
testes 2 mls in volume. Normal neurological examination
including fundoscopy and visual fields.

3. What is the clinical diagnosis and what is the
pertinent physical finding reflecting this
diagnosis?

4. What is the differential diagnosis?
5. Outline your plan of investigation of this
child.

CIRCLE~ARI
NG
~AMEDA'ti.!!JJ/ ~NELL
from the world's leading specialist
in breast pumps&accessorieso the best elearic breast pumps
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21 0 locations across Canada
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Problem

Solving

MEDICAL VOCABULARY
This section is designed to test and expand your knowledge of medical
terminology. How many items can you correctly define?
Scoring: [13-IS]=Superior know led ge, [I0-1 2]=Above average, [8-9] =Adequate, [S-7]=Fair, [l-4] =Sub-par.
1.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Prosopagnosia
Pain in the distribution of the trigeminal nerve.
Ulceration of the prostate gland.
Loss of comprehension of auditory sensation.
Inability to recognize faces.

9.
a)
b)

2.
a)

d)

b)
c)
d)

Phleborrhexis
Transplantation of the testes, with preservation of the
venous network.
Surgical repair of a vein by suturing.
Constriction of a vein.
Rupture of a vein.

3.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Luetic
Possessing transparency, as the lens of the eye.
Pertaining to syphilis.
A type of syringe.
Being repelled by bright light.

4.
a)
b)

Notancephalia
Absence of the cerebellum.
Absence of the back of the skull.
Protrusion of brain from the head in the occipital area.
A fetal deformity in which one or more limbs are attached
to the back.

c)

d)
5.
a)
b)
c)
d)
6.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Oscheolith
A stone-like prominence on a bony surface.
A bone occasionally found within the tendon of a large
muscle.
A concretion in the scrotal sebaceous glands.
A forceps used for crushing bone.
Bezoar
Waxlike soft brown secretion found in the external
auditory canal.
A medicinal liquid preparation made by boiling vegetable
substances in water.
Cleft or split into two parts.
A hard mass of entangled material found in the stomach or
intestine.

7.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Colpodynia
Pain in the vagina.
Infection caused by bacilli from the colon.
Abnormal spasm of the perineal muscles.
Painful swallowing.

8.
a)
b)

Staphyline
Viscous in consistency.
Characterized by vibration, e.g. heard during auscultation
of the chest.
Relating to the uvula.
Relating to a certain genus of micrococci.

c)
d)

c)

10.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Trichorrhea
Rapid loss of hair.
A genus of nematode worms, parasitic in humans, hogs,
and rats.
eurologic condition involving involuntary twitching of
limb or facial muscles.
Rapid loss of stool containing parasites of the genus
Trichomanas.
Parathion
The limit of rotation of an eyeball.
A radio-opaque substance used in myelography.
Fatty and areolar tissue surrounding a tendon.
A highly toxic agricultural insecticide.

11. Douglas' fold
a) The ligament of the left superior vena cava.
b) The arcuate line of the sheath of the rectus abdominus
muscle.
c) The pouch of peritoneum between the uterus and bladder.
d) The valvelike fold in the lower part of the nasolacrimal
duct.
12.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Hepatauxe
Enlargement or hypertrophy of the liver.
An atrophied condition of the liver.
The junction of the ascending and transverse colon, under
the liver.
Having the structural form of the liver.

13. Lentiglobus
a) A small round swelling made up of tiny blood vessels.
b) A small mass of lymphatic tissue in the lamina propria of
the pylorus of the stomach.
c) A lens of the eye that has extreme anterior spherical
bulging.
d) A small yellow-brown pigmented macule on the skin,
caused by exposure to sun.
14. Opisthotonos
a) Located behind the ear on in the interior ear.
b) A form of spasm involving neck and back extension,
causing the body to be bowed forward .
c) Congenitally deformed twins involving fu sion of the
heads.
d) Involuntary walking backward d u e to loss of motor
control.
15.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Keratonyxis
Rupture of the corneal surface of the eye.
Surgical puncture of the corneal surface.
The proces of keratin formation on any epithelial surface.
Describing red blood cells each having two or more hornshaped points.
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Pro b le m

So lvin g

ANSWERS TO MEDICAL VOCABULARY

ANSWERS TO CASE STUDY

1.

1.

Questions relating to the cental nervous system. In
particular a history of recent onset of headaches or visual
disturbance is of note because of the possibility of a tumor
in the pituitary or hypothalamic area.

2.

The heights and age of onset of puberty in the parents and
any family history of precocious puberty. Precocious
puberty may be familial.

3.

Incomplete or pseudoprecocious puberty. The most
pertinent physical finding is the lack of testicular
enlargement in the presence of phallic enlargement and
pubic hair. The testes are 2 mls in volume, which is
prepubertal. The lack of testicular enlargement indicates
that androgens are from a peripheral not central source and
that the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis is not
activated.

4.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Adrenal tumor
Testicular tumor
Congenital agrenal hyperplasia
Cushing's syndrome

5.

1.

Measurement of serum angrogens, testosterone 19.6
nmol/L (10-34), DHEA 12 umol/L (less than 5.0), 17
OHP 13.6 nmol/L (less than 6), androstenedione 10.6
nmol/L (3.8-7.4).
Serum gonadotropins, LH less than O.liu/L (1.0-5.9),
FSH less than .3iu/L (1.2-7.8).
Urinary free cortisol 70 nmol/ d (0-330).
Bone age 9 years.
Adrenal ultrasound -a left adrenal mass measuring
3.5 x 2.4 x 2 ..5 em. The right adrenal gland is normal.
Cat scan of the adrenal. Left adrenal mass
corresponding to the abnormalities seen on ultrasound
measuring 2.5 x 2.0 x 2.4 em.

2.

(d) Prosopagnosia is an inability to recognize faces, even
one's own face; from Greek prosopon (face), a- (not), and the
suffix -gnosis (Greekgnosis, knowledge).
(d) Phleborrhexis is the rupture of a vein; from the Greek

phlebos (vein) and the suffix -rhexis (Greek, rupture).
3.

(b) Luetic is an adjective describing that which pertains to
syphilis; from the Latin word for syphilis, lues.

4.

(b) Notancephalia is absence of the back of the skull; from
the prefix not- (Greek noton, back), an- (not), and the Greek
kephale (head).

5.

(c) An oscheolith is a concretion of the scrotal sebaceous
glands; from the Greek oscheon (scrotum), and Greek lithos
(stone).

6.

(d) A bezoar is a hard mass of entangled material found in
the stomach or intestine; from Arabic word bazahr,
meaning to protect against poison; perhaps bezoars were
once thought to absorb any ingested poisons.

7.

(a) Colpodynia is pain in the vagina; from Greek kolpos
(vagina) and odyne (pain).

8.

(c) Staphyline is an adjective describing that which pertains
to the uvula; from the Greek staphyle (a bunch of grapes);
the uvula resembles a little grape.

9.

2.
3.
4.
5.

(a) Trichorrhea is a rapid loss of hair; from Greek trichos
(hair) and the suffix -rhea (Greek rhoia, flow).

6.

10. (d) Parathion is a highly toxic agricultural insecticide.
11. (b) Douglas' fold is the arcuate line of the sheath of the
rectus abdominus muscle.
12. (a) Hepatauxe is enlargement or hypertrophy of the liver;
from Greek hepatos (liver) and the suffix -auxe (Greek,
increase).
13. (c) Lentiglobus is a lens of the eye that has extreme anterior
spherical bulging; from Latin lens (lentil) and Latin globus
(sphere).

The differential diagnosis would include a benign virilizing
adenoma although adenocarcinoma of the left adrenal
gland cannot be excluded. Treatment is surgery.
Key points
1.

50 per cent of boys with precocious puberty have an
underlying organic disorder.

2.

Testicular enlargement is due to LH secreted by the
pituitary and is found in central precocious puberty. The
testes are prepubertal size in peripheral of
pseudoprecocious puberty.

3.

The most common cause of peripheral precocious puberty
in boys is congenital adrenal hyperplasia. Virilization is
present and progressive from birth.

4.

Virilizing adrenal tumors are rare, usually unilateral and
surgical removal is usually curative.

14. (b) Opisthotonos is a form of spasm involving neck and
back extension, causing the body to be bowed forward;
from Greek opisthen (behind) and Greek tonos (tension).
15. (b) Keratonyxis is surgical puncture of the corneal surface;
from Greek keras (hom) and the suffix -nyxis (Greek nysein,
to puncture).
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ABOUT
WE LAUGHED, WE CRIED ... TACHYCARDIA
No trends were broken this year. Tachycardia, the
annual Meds variety show, was obscenely successful.
Althouse college was again the venue for a major skit from
each of the four years of Medicine and one from the so
called Allied Health Sciences (nurses and Physiotherapy)
with intermittent histrionic displays from the show's hosts
and chief executive officers this year, Gregg Hancock
(Meds '93) and Dave Fisman (Meds '94). The classic
presentation of breast-baste non-humour in the first year
skit, the traditional easy-to-throw-together-at-the-lastminute collection of snippets from allied health, second
year sophistry, third year greens-intensive costuming,
followed by the inevitable fourth year Marathon of Hope,
was rigidly adhered to. Early-comers and intermissiongoers were, of course, treated to the malodorous Tachy
band. Thanks are due to our audiences and to the legions
of dedicated people - thespians, ticket floggers and stage
hands alike - who make it all so much fun.
Q
CMDS DINNER A RIP-ROARING SUCCESS
The annual Spring Banquet of Western's Student
Chapter of the Christian Medical and Dental Society
(CMDS), held on March 24, 1993, was well attended by
students, doctors and a record number of dentists (two).
The theme of the guest speaker, Lawyer Mike Eizenga,
was "Enjoy Yourself'' (or more precisely, eat, drink, and
be merry ... ) which could truly have served as the theme
for yet another successful year. CMDS, an international
organization of Christian Physicians and Dentists, meets
regularly throughout the year for prayer and Bible study
and irregularly just to be social. Monthly meetings are
hosted by area physicians to allow for discussion of moral
and ethical issues and to provide the students with food
and the opportunity to mingle with practising physicians.
Q

DARTOS SOCCER SCROATS SCARF TITLE AGAIN
"Two, two, two, two, ... " was the resounding echo
heard that that chilly afternoon when the Dartos Football
Club successfully defended its Western Intramural Tier
One Soccer title. Throughout the regular season, Dartos
flexed its attacking muscle, pounding the oppostion for 19
goals in six games while the opposition was only able to
penetrate the goaltending tandem of "Paulie and Jeffer" a
single time. The play-offs brought about a new season
with tremendous pressure for Dartos to remain on top.
The team was pushed to the limit in both the semi-final
and the final but our opponents succumbed to the power
and magnificance that only the Dartos Football Club can
demonstrate. A huge influence in the two shoot-out

TOWN
victories was the unconditional support displayed by
numerous (yet cold) fans. Well deserved congratulations
to all members of the Dartos Football Club, especially
Rich C. Chris H. and Remo P., three veteran players from
Meds 93 who have taken their last sip from the golden
championship chalice. If one listens very closely, one may
hear the distant echo of "three, three, three .... "
Q

IDSTORY OF MEDICINE SYMPOSIUM
The First Annual Jason A. Hannah Student
Symposium in Medical History took place here at
Western on Saturday, April 17th. An exchange of ideas
between nine first-year medical students from the
University of Calgary and six University of Western
Ontario students took the form of short presentations on
various topics in the History of Medicine. Notable
presentations from Western included Mary Ann
McKnight's (Meds '96) talk on "Thomas Percival's Ethics"
and David Fisman's (Meds '94) "The Pisse-Prophet''- an
account of the practice of uropathy. From Calgary came
Rhena Stewart's presentation on "Smallpox Among the
Cree" and a look at the fate of "John Hunter's
Manuscripts" by Michelle Bailey and Laura Walker.
Many thanks to the Hannah Institute for the History
of Medicine for funding this event, and to Dr. Paul Potter
(Dept. of History of Medicine, U.W.O.), Dr. J.T.H. Connor
(Hannah Institute) and Dr. Peter Cruse (University of
Calgary) for their organization and support.
Q

MENTOR GROUPS CONVERGE FOR AN EVENING
OF IMPROVISATION
The Western mentor group system reached a veritable
zenith in its 25 year history last trimester, when groups
from every comer of the forest city converged on London
City Music Hall for a night of amateur entertainment. The
event's organizer, Lisa Honey (Meds '94) led the crowd in
a delicately orchestrated tournament of improvisational
jousts, judged and scored by a panel consisting of our
Dean, Dr. McMurtry, and Dr. Chan, the Inimitable
Anatomist. Medical students Mike Lewell and David
Fisman distinguished themselves with exceptional
performances, as did Dr. John Howard, whose portrayal of
a man waking up in a strange house with a hang-over was
remarkably believable. The mentor group system is
administered by Karen Sheldon (Meds '94) and consists of
48 groups of seven or eight students led by a Faculty
member. The system provides an apportunity for students
from all years of medicine to socialize together and dine at
trendy restaurants at the expense of the Faculty member.
Q
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??What's

MEDICAL

News??

FAX

WALNUTS LOWER
CHO LESTEROL
LEVELS
A diet that includes
moderate quantities of
walnuts without an overall
increa e in total dietary fat
and calories decrea es
erum cholesterol levels and
favourably modifies the
lipoprotein profile in normal
men, and this effect is
beyond that of the currently
recommended diet for lower
cholesterol. Whether the e
results can be extended to
women and subjects with
hypercholesterolemia is as
yet unknown.[Sabate et al.,
NEJM. 328:603-607 (1993).]

MEDICAL HONEY
Honey has been used for
over 4000 years, not only as
a food so urc e but for its
wound healing properties.
These include cleansing,
ab orption of oedema,
antimicrobial activity (due
mainly to "inhibine" or
hydrogen peroxide, which it
con ta ins), deodorisation,
promotion of granulation
tissue
formation
and
epi theliasa tion
and
improvement of nutrition
[Efem, S. Br. J. Surg. 75:67981(1988)] . Honey that is
in tended for medical use,
howe er, must be sterile and
free of re idue [Postmer et
al. Lancet. 341:757 (1993).]

SOLDIER ANT
SUTURES
The use of soldier ants
[g. Dory/us] to hold wounds
closed is a slowly disappearing tradition still used
in central Africa . These large
ants are placed on the
apposed edges of a wound
where they bite down with
their long, jagged mouthparts, thus holding the edges
of the cut together. The
bodies of the ants are then
twisted off at the abdomen
leaving the mouthparts
firmly locked onto the
wound. The ant jaws remain
in place for several days long enough for healing to
occur.
[Adapted from: Smolan R., et al.,
The Power to Heal: Ancient Arts &
Modern Medicine, .Y.: Prentice Hall
Press, p.19 (1990)].
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